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ABSTRACT 

In this study, integral equation techniques are 

developed to solve two different types of groundwater flow 

problem. The first formulation, based on the Cauchy integral 

theorem, is used to obtain numerical solutions for unsteady, 

two-dimensional flow through a homogeneous, isotropic 

embankment. Free surface profiles following instantaneous 

drawdown of an upstream reservoir are presented in dimen

sionless form. The results from an unsteady, parallel-plate, 

viscous-flow experiment are included to check the accuracy 

of one of the numerical solutions and to show the limitations 

of the experimental approach. The numerical results are 

also compared with the simpler results obtained by making 

the Dupuit approximation, the inadequacies of which are 

also discussed. 

In aquifers where horizontal dimensions are orders 

of magnitude greater than vertical dimensions the Dupuit 

approximation is valid, and a three-dimensional problem is 

reduced to two dimensions in the horizontal plane. An 

integral equation technique for solving such problems is 

presented, in which time-dependent fundamental solutions 

of the governing partial differential equation are distributed 

around the flow boundary so that the initial and boundary 

conditions are satisfied. Two numerical methods of solving 

the integral equation are compared for a wide range of 

problems in both homogeneous and zoned regions. Each region 

may, or may not, contain wells. Comparisons with the finite

difference method are also made for certain problems. 
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1. 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The flow of groundwater is of great importance in 

Civil Engineering, and its influence extends over a wide 

range of disciplines including; drainage, irrigation, soil 

stability, and water resource management. In order to find 

the distribution of piezometric head, h, throughout an 

aquifer, it is necessary to solve a partial differential 

equation subject to specified initial and boundary conditions. 

It is desirable to calculate analytical solutions to these 

problems, but this is seldom possible due, often, to 

irregularities in the shape of aquifer boundaries. 

Consequently, approximate solutions must be calculated 

either by analogue methods, which are based on the similarity 

between groundwater flow and other physical systems obeying 

the same partial differential equation, or by numerical 

techniques. 

The emergence of powerful, high-speed computers 

capable of storing and manipulating large amounts of data 

has led to the virtual abandonment of analogue methods and 

to the development and refinement of a wide range of 

numerical techniques which can be used to solve both steady 

and time-dependent groundwater flow problems. Probably the 

simplest and most widely used of these is the finite-

difference method, in which the aqui under consideration 

is represented by a finite number of discrete points 

arranged in a regular pattern or grid. The value of the 

dependent variable at each point in the grid is approximated 

with a polynomial of predetermined order, the coefficients 

of which are written in terms of the values of the dependent 

variable at adjacent nodes. An algebraic approximation to 

the partial differential equation at each node is then 

calculated from this polynomial, and the resulting set of 

equations solved simultaneously to give values of the 



dependent variable throughout the solution domain. Specific 

details of some finite-difference techniques are given by 

Bear (1979) and Hunt (1983, at press) . 

A second numerical technique is the finite-element 

method, in which the solution domain is subdivided into a 

finite number of zones or "elements". For steady flows, 

the distribution of the dependent variable in each element 

is approximated by a polynomial whose coefficients are 

determined from values of the dependent variable at the 

2. 

nodes of the element. The numerical solution is then 

obtained by substituting each polynomial into a definite 

integral which is equivalent to the partial differential 

equation and then solving the set of equations simultaneously, 

either by weighted residual techniques, Galerkin approxima

tions, least squares residual approximations or by the 

calculus of variations. These techniques are described ln 

detail by Norrie and de Vries (1978). Time-dependent 

problems are usually solved with the finite-element method 

by using a finite-difference approximation for the time 

derivative that appears in the governing partial differential 

equation. This leads to an elliptic partial differential 

equation that must be solved at the end of each time step, 

a procedure which is similar to obtaining a series of steady

state solutions that are small time intervals apart. 

If a groundwater flow problem is described by a linear 

partial differential equation with constant coefficients, 

then the solution can be calculated using integral equation 

techniques. For steady flows, fundamental solutions to the 

partial differential equation are used as weighting functions 

in an integral equation that is equivalent to the partial 

differential equation. The unknowns that appear in the 

integral equation are only those values that occur on the 

exterior boundary of the solution domain. Numerical solutions 

are obtained by representing the exterior boundary with a 

finite number of nodes and writing an integral equation at 

each node. The set of equations is then solved simultan

eously. 
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Solutions to transient flow problems may be calcu

lated by using Laplace transforms to remove the time 

dependence from the governing partial differential equation 

and then using integral equation techniques to solve the 

transformed problem. This solution must be inverted 

numerically to obtain the solution in the physical domain. 

Another more direct method of solving time-dependent 

problems with integral equations is to write the time 

derivative in finite-difference form. In this way, the 

solution at one time can be calculated from the solution at 

a previous time in terms of an integral equation containing 

only boundary data and a surface integral over the entire 

solution domain. A third method is to use a time-dependent 

fundamental solution as a weighting function in the integral 

equation. This can sometimes be done in a way that 

eliminates the need for calculating a surface integral over 

the solution domain. 

The principal advantage of integral equation techniques 

is that if only boundary data is used in the calculations the 

dimensionality of the problem is essentially reduced by one. 

Thus, the amount of data preparation is considerably less 

than that required by either the finite-difference or 

finite-element methods. Solutions within the flow region 

can readily be calculated from an integral equation solution, 

as will be shown in Chapters 3 and 5, and the advantage of 

reduced data preparation is still significant because only 

points at which the solution is required need to be specified. 

1.2 SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

The aim of this study is to present integral equation 

formulations that can be used to solve a variety of unsteady 

groundwater flow problems. A review of the relevant 

literature, including a brief history of integral equation 

techniques, is given in Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3 the Cauchy integral theorem is used to 

obtain a formulation that describes unsteady, two-dimensional 
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flow through homogeneous, isotropic embankments. An experi

mental analogue solution, the Hele-Shaw model, is also 

described, as is the analytical solution that is obtained 

by making the Dupuit approximation. Free surface profiles 

following the instantaneous drawdown of an upstream 

reservoir are presented in dimensionless form in Chapter 4. 

The results calculated with the integral equation formula

tion are compared with the less sophisticated Dupuit 

solutions, and the He -Shaw experiment is used to check 

the accuracy of one integral equation solution. 

The flow of groundwater is essentially a three

dimensional problem, but in many real situations the 

horizontal dimension of an aquifer are much greater than 

the vertical dimensions. In such cases it is possible to 

make the Dupuit approximation, which assumes that flow is 

horizontal. Consequently, the problem is reduced to two 

dimensions in the horizontal plane. Chapter 5 is concerned 

with the solution of these problems for both homogeneous 

and zoned regions, which may, or may not, include wells. 

These methods are discussed and, in some cases, compared 

with finite-difference solutions in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 THE HISTORY OF INTEGRAL EQUATION TECHNIQUES 

The theory of integral equations is well known in 

classical potential theory and is described in texts like 

Kellogg (1929), Sternberg and Smith (1946), Muskhelishvili 

(1946) and many others. With the advent of computers and 

the associated research of numerical methods, the techniques 

have progressed from being a mathematical concept to a 

valuable engineering and scientific tool. 

Integral equation methods have been developed to 

solve a variety of problems ever since the pioneering work 

of Smith and Pierce (1958) in steady-state aeronautics. 

They and subsequent authors including; Hess and Smith (1962, 

1967), Jaswon (1963), Syrnrn (1963), Giesing (1964, 1966) and 

Massonnet (1965) used an indirect method of solving the 

Laplace equation, whereby a Fredholm integral equation of 

the second kind was formulated in terms of a distribution 

of unknown source densities on the external boundary of the 

region under consideration. The solutions for the source 

densities were then used to generate the required physical 

soluiion on the boundary and at any points of interest 

within the region. This technique is described in some 

detail by Jaswon and Syrom (1977), and, although it can be 

applied to either the Neumann or Dirichlet problems, it 

does not appear to have been used to solve the mixed 

boundary-value problems that occur in groundwater flow. 

A direct formulation in which the boundary data 

act as source densities appears in Kellog's book (1929), 

but was probably first applied by Jaswon (1963). A brief 

outline of the solution method for two-dimensional problems 

is presented here, although three-dimensional problems may 

be treated in a similar manner. If two functions U and V 

are continuously differentiable throughout the solution 
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domain, R, then Green's second identity; 

(2.1 ) 

holds, in which r defines the boundary contour of the region 

R, n = arc length in the direction of the outward pointing 

normal, and s = arc length measured along the boundary 

contour. If V is a harmonic function in R, and if; 

U = 9,n r(P,Q} ( 2 • 2) 

in which r(P,Q} is the distance from a fixed point, P, to 

a variable point, Q, both within the solution domain, then; 

\l2U = 2rr O[x(Q} - x(P}] o(y(Q} - y(P}] (2.3 ) 

in which 0 is the Dirac delta function, and x(P}, y(P}, 

x(Q}, y(Q} are the Cartesian coordinates of P and Q, 

respectively. Substituting Eqns. 2.2 and 2.3 into the 

left side of Eqn. 2.1 gives; 

V(p} 1 
2rr an (Q) 

[9,n r(P,Q}] aV(Qn 
- 9,n r(P,Q} an(Qfl ds(Q} 

( 2 • 4 ) 

in which Q is now a point on the boundary contour. The 

final integral equation is obtained from Eqn. 2.4 by letting 

the point P approach a point on the boundary contour. In 

the limit, 

1 V(p} = 
rr an (Q) 

[9,n r(P,Q}] - 9,n r(P,Q} av (Q)] ds (Q) 
an (Q)] 

(2.5 ) 

in which the boundary tangent is assumed to turn continuously 

at P, and the integral is calculated as a Cauchy principal 

value. Eqn. 2.5 becomes an integral equation of the second 

, h ' , b d f 'f' d av d k1nd w en P 1S a p01nt on a oun ary 0 spec1 1e an an 

an integral equation of the first kind when P is a point 

on a boundary of specified V. Unfortunately, the set of 



simultaneous equations that result from approximating Eqn. 

2.5 around the boundary contour may become ill-conditioned, 

as veri by Liggett (1977). 

Integral equations were first used to solve time

dependent problems by Cruse and Rizzo (1968), who used 

Laplace transforms to remove the time derivative from the 

partial di 1 equation governing transient elasto

dynamics. Having solved a steady-state problem in the 

transformed space, the solution was inverted numerically 

7. 

to obtain the solution in terms of the physical variables. 

The Laplace transform method was also used by Rizzo and 

Shippy (1970) and, more recently, by Liggett and Liu (1979b) 

to solve the diffusion equation. (Although Rizzo and Shippy 

(1970) studied heat conduction and Liggett and Liu (1979b) 

examined transient groundwater flow, both systems are 

governed by the same differential equation). A 

brief outline of the method follows. 

The two-dimensional diffusion of a physical property, 

V, through a homogeneous, isotropic region l Rl that is 

bounded by a contour, r r'+ r", is described by; 

av 
(2 • 6) 

V(x,y, t = 0) Vo(x,y) (2 .7) 

V(x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) for (x,y) on r'sr (2.8) 

av an (x,y,t) = g(x,y,t) for (x,y) on r"sr (2.9) 

in which a 2 = the relevant diffusion parameter, (x,y) 

Cartesian coordinates and t = time. Eqn. 2.6 is the govern

ing partial differential equation, Eqn. 2.7 the initial 

condition and Eqns. 2.8 and 2.9 the boundary conditions. 

The Laplace transforms, X* of a function X is defined as 

00 

x*(x,y,w) - J -wt X(x,y,t)e dt (2.10) 

o 
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in which w is real and positive. Thus, taking the Laplace 

transforms of Eqns. 2.6 - 2.9 gives; 

a 2 v2 V*(X,y,W) - WV*(x,y,w) + VO*(x,y,w) = 0 

V*(x,y,w) = f*(x,y,w) for (x,y) on f'sf 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

If it 

av* 
n(x,y,w) g*(x,y,w) for (x,y) on f"sf 

assumed that Vo = 0, the function; 

* U (P,Q,w) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

is a fundamental solution of Eqn. 2.11, in which KO is a 

modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero, 

andr(P,Q) is. the distance from the point P within the solution 

domain to a point Q on the boundary contour. Applying 

Green's second identity to U* and a sufficiently smooth 

V* gives; 

a 2 

V*(P,w) ::::: 
'IT J 

I~ * av* (Q,w) l! (p, Q , w) an ( Q ) - v* (Q , w) 

f=f'+f" 

au* (P,Q,w)] d (Q) 
an (Q) J s 

(2.15) 

By letting the point P approach a point on the boundary 

contour, as described previously, the final form of the 

equation is; 

* a
2 

V (p ,w) = -
'IT J ru*(P,Q,w) aV*(Q,w)_V*(Q,w) L an (Q) 

f:::::f'+f" 

au*(p,Q,w>] d (Q) 
an (Q) J s 

(2.16) 

in which the boundary tangent is assumed to turn continuously 

at P, and the integral is calculated as a Cauchy principal 

value. 

By writing Eqn. 2.16 at a finite number points on 

the boundary contour and using a standard quadrature formula 

to evaluate the integrals, the resulting set of equations 

can be solved simultaneously to give the distributions of 



* V* and ;~ on the boundary contour in the transformed 

space. Direct substitution in Eqn. 2.15 then enables V* 

to be calculated at any internal point of interest in the 

transformed space. The solution at these points in the 

physical space is calculated by numerically inverting the 

transformed solution. The inversion technique adopted by 

Rizzo and Shippy (1970) was developed by Schapery (1962) 

and assumes that V(x,y,t) can be written in the form; 

9. 

V(x,y,t) A + Bt + 
M 
L: 

1 

-b.t 
1 a. e 

1 
(2.17) 

in which A, B, a i and b i are constants and M is a finite 

integer selected by the analyst. Taking the Laplace trans

form of Eqn. 2.17 and multiplying by w gives; 

wV*(P,w) = A + B + w 

M 
L: 

i=l 1 + i 
w 

(2.18) 

By selecting M values of b i and M+2 values of w means that 

M+2 equations are obtained to be solved simultaneously for 

the M+2 unknowns, namely, A,B and M values of a.. Substitu-
1 

tion of these quantities into the right side of Eqn. 2.17 

yields the approximate solution to the problem in the 

physical domain. Liggett and Liu (1979b) reported that 

"Choosing too many values of w may make (Eqn. 2.18) unstable, 

while too few values would not represent the curve adequately." 

They also stated that "A clever choice of the time function, 

which depends on the I feel' that the analyst has for his 

particular problem, is more important that the selection ? 

of a large number of points." Thus, it would appear that 

the technique is best suited to experienced, skilled 

personnel who are aware of its limitations. 

The use of a step-by-step finite-difference approxima

tion to the time derivative in the diffusion equation is 

discussed by Brebbia and Walker (1979) and has been 

expanded upon by Lafe et a1 (1981). For example, Brebbia 

and Walker (1979) calculated solutions to the following 
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form of the two-dimensional heat conduction equationj 

(2.19) 

V(x,y, t = 0) Vo(x,y) for (x,y) ER (2.20) 

V(x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) for (x,y) on rlEr (2.21) 

'dV 'dn(x,y,t) == g(x,y,t) for (x,y) on r"Er (2.22) 

in which V = temperature and t = time. Eqn. 2.20 is the 

initial condition which must be satisfied throughout the 

solution domain R, and Eqns. 2.21 and 2.22 are the boundary 

conditions which must be satisfied on the boundary contour, 

'+r". If the time derivative in Eqn. 2.19 is replaced 

with a backward-difference approximation, Eqn. 2.19 can be 

rewri tten as; 

2 
'iJ V(t+nt) V (2.23) 

in which the values of V at t + nt on the left side of Eqn. 

2.23 are unknowns. The fundamental solution of 'iJ
2

U 

is given by; 

U(P,Q) - K rr(p,Q)] 
o [IKE J 

U 
nt = 0 

(2.24) 

in which r(P,Q) = distance between a fixed point, P, within 

the solution domain, and another point, Q. Eqn. 2.23 can 

be written in integral equation form as; 

V(p, t+nt) 

= llT J rv(Q,t+nt) 'dU(P,Q) - U(p Q) 'dV(Q,t+ntn d (Q) I' 'dn(Q) , 'dn(Q) J s 
r -

- 2lT
ln t J U (P , Q) V (Q , t) dA 

R 

If the point P is a point on the boundary contourj 

(2.25) 



ev(p, t+t.t) 

= J t(Q,t+t.t) 

r 

au(p,Q) 
an(Q) 

11. 

U(P Q) aV(Q,t+t.t)l d (Q) 
, an (Q) _ s 

- t.\ J U (P , Q) 

R 

V(Q,t) dA (2.26) 

in which e = angle between the boundary tangents at P. The 

last term in Eqn. 2.26 requires the calculation of an 

integral over the solution domain for each time step. 

Time-dependent fundamental solutions to the diffusion 

equation have also been used to develop integral equation 

techniques. This method removes the need for Laplace 

transforms or finite difference approximations to the time 

derivative and sometimes can be used to obtain an integral 

equation that does not require any integration over the 

solution domain. First presented by Chang et a1 (1973) this 

technique forms the basis of Chapter 5 of this study and is 

discussed both there and in Section 2.3. 

2.2 UNSTEADY SEEPAGE THROUGH EMBANKMENTS 

The behaviour of unsteady flow through embankments 

apparently has not been investigated systematically. The 

non-linearity of the unsteady, free-surface boundary 

condition, plus the fact that the free surface itself is 

an inherent unknown, makes exact analytical solutions very 

difficult to obtain. These difficulties are so great that 

only experimental or numerical solutions have succeeded 

in the past. For example, France et a1 (1971), Desai 

(1972, 1977) and Desai and Li (1983a, 1983b) have presented 
• 

solutions using the finite-element method, but the results 

are in dimensional form and are valid for only one particular 

choice of permeability, porosity and embankment geometry_ 

Stephenson (1978), on the other hand, has produced results 

in dimensionless form by using the Dupuit approximation, 

but these solutions neglect vertical velocities and surfaces 

of seepage. In particular, it will be shown in Chapter 4 



that vertical velocities can not be neglected in this type 

of problem. Thus, despite the fact that previous 

investigators have obtained numerical approximations for 

specific cases, a general dimensionless tabulation of 

unsteady solutions for seepage through an embankment has 

yet to appear in the literature. 

12. 

Liggett's(~977) formulation for this type of problem 

uses boundary values of a velocity potential and its normal 

derivative as unknowns in Eqn. 2.5, to give; 

Cl<p(Qn 
[R-n r(P,Q)] -R-n r(P,Q) Cln(Q)] ds(Q) 

(2.27) 

in which P and Q are points on the boundary contour and <P 

is defined by Liggett as; 

p 
<P = + y pg (2.28) 

in which P = pressure, p = mass density of water, g 

acceleration due to gravity and y is directed vertically 

upwards. During steady flow, the boundary conditions on a 

free surface are given by; 

<P = y* and, (2.29) 

~= 0 (2.30) Cln 

in which y* = free surface elevation. Because Eqns. 2.29 

and 2.30 can not be solved simultaneously using numerical 

techniques, an iterative process must be used to locate the 

free surface. Liggett's (1977) method of solution is to 

make an estimate of the free surface profile and solve Eqn. 

2.27 subject to Eqn. 2.30 and the relevant boundary 

conditions on the remainder of the boundary. If the 

values of <p calculated from Eqn. 2.27 agree with those of 

Eqn. 2.29 then the assumed free surface is correct. If 

the two solutions do not agree, a new estimate is made and 

the above process repeated until successive solutions agree 



to within a preselected tolerance. Liggett (1977) states 

that the two solutions converge quickly (four cycles in 

his sample problem). However the rate of convergence 

depends on the accuracy of the initial estimate to the 

free surface profile. 

For unsteady, two-dimensional surface flow, 

13. 

pressures are atmospheric on the free surface and Eqn. 2.29 

holds. The second boundary condition, which essentially 

a conservation of mass statement, is written by Liggett as; 

'Oy* 
at:::; 

- K ~ 
an 

a cosS (2.31) 

in which K = permeability, a = porosity, and S = angle 

between the free surface and the horizontal. The substitution 

o~ Eqn. 2.29 into the left side of Eqn. 2.31 enables Eqn. 

2.31 to be given in finite-difference form as; 

cp (x ,t + II t ) = cp (x, t) G ~~ (x, t+llt) + ( 
'Ocp :l an (x,t)J 

(2. 32) 

in which a = a weighting function that determines the varia

tion in ~~ between time t, at which the solution is known, 

and time t+llt. Eqn. 2.27 can then be written for time t+llt, 

and this, together with Eqn. 2.32 and the boundary conditions 

on the rest of the boundary, is sufficient to obtain the 

complete solution at time t+llt. It is also assumed that S, 
and the values of ~n[r(P,Q}] and an~Q} [~n r(p,Q}] which 

appear in Eqns. 2.32 and 2.27, respectively, are constant 

over each time step, an assumption which is only reasonable 

if the time step, llt, is sufficiently small. Liggett and 

various co-workers have extended the method to solve a 

variety of steady and time-dependent solutions in two and 

three dimensions. A complete list of these works is given 

in the bibliography. 

Hunt and Isaacs (1981) have developed an alternative 

integral equation formulation which has the velocity 
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potential and stream function on the flow boundary as 

unknowns and which is applicable to two-dimensional ground

water flow problems. This formulation has advantages of 

simplicity and compactness but as yet has not been used 

to solve unsteady surface problems. By examining 

unsteady flow through an embankment following an instananeous 

drawdown, it is hoped to verify the suitability of the Hunt

Isaacs formulation for solving unsteady, two-dimensional 

flows through porous media. 

2.3 THE UNSTEADY DUPUIT 

The horizontal dimensions of many aqui are orders 

of magnitude larger than vertical dimensions. In such cases, 

it is possible to make use of the Dupuit approximation, 

which assumes that velocities are horizontal and that piezo

metric heads are constant along a vertical line. Under 

these conditions, unconfined flows satisfy following 

partial differential equation; 

V.(Tl7h) 
ah S ~t + ~ Q. o(x~x.) o(y-y.) + Ri 
o .11 1 

1 

(2.33) 

in which S = storage coefficient or effective porosity, 

Q. = flow rate in well i located at (x., y.), and the rate 
1 1 1 

of recharge, RI, is positive for evaporation and negative 

for replenishment. The transmissivity, T, is given by; 

ZO+B 

T(x,y,t) = J K(x,y,z) dz (2.34) 

Zo 

in which ZO(x,y) = elevation of the bottom boundary of the 

aquifer and B(x,y,t) = saturated aqui thickness ( which 

depends on h for unconfined flows). 

If the Dupuit approximation is made, confined flows 

satisfy; 

ah 
V.(TVh) = S ~t + ~ Q. o(x-x.) o(y-y.) + RI 

o .11 1 
1 

(2.35) 
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in which the storage coefficient, 8, is a function of the 

elasticity of the aquifer and is usually three to six 

orders of magnitude smaller than the storage coefficient 

that appears in 'Eqn. 2.33. The transmissivity, T, is again 

given by Eqn. 2.34, but the aquifer thickness, B, is 

constant at any point. Consequently, Eqn. 2.33 is non

linear in h, while Eqn. 2.35 is linear. However, if Eqn. 

2.33 is linearized by assuming that T is independent of 

changes in h, then both confined and unconfined flows will 

obey a partial differential equation of the same form. 

Furthermore, if the aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic, 

both confined and unconfined flows are governed by; 

TV2h = 8 ah + E Q. 8(x-x.) 8(y-y.) + R' 
111 

1 

in which T and S are constants. 

(2 • 36) 

Lafe et al (1981) used integral equation techniques 

to analyse problems with combinations of leaky, layered, 

confined, unconfined, and nonisotropic aquifers under steady

state conditions. Although a method of solution was presented 

for unsteady flows by using finite-d ferences to approximate 

the time derivative, no numerical results were included. 

To illustrate the basic technique for unsteady flows, 

consider unconfined flow through a homogeneous, anisotropic, 

non-leaky region, R, that is bounded by a contour, f, and in 

which the principal axes of seepage are parallel to the x 

and y axes. the permeabilities for directions parallel 

to the x and y axes are given by kx and ky' respectively, 

and if there is no recharge, Eqn. 2.33 can be written aSi 

28 ah 
kx at (2.37) 

in which x. ~ x, and Y. ~ ~ y. If a backward-difference 

approximation is adopted for the time derivative, Eqn. 2.37 

may be rewritten aSi 
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28 28 
....-:---.-- h (t+llt) = llt k h (t) 

x 
(2.38) 

in which values of h at time t are known and at time t+llt 

are unknown. In order to solve Eqn. 2.38 by integral 

equation techniques, it must be linearized, and Lafe et al 

(1981) suggest the following; 

r;::-1 2 28 
~(t+llt)J - llt kx n(t+llt) h (t) 

(2 .39) 

in which h(t+llt) is an average value of h over the region. 

Eqn. 2.39 is of similar form to Eqn. 2.23, and, thus, can 

be shown that; 

eh(p, t+llt) 

= I Ih (Q t +ll t) au (p , Q) _ u ( P Q) a h (Q , t + II t) L' an(Q) , 3n(Q) 
ds (Q) 

r 

28 I llt k U(P,Q) h(Q,t) dA 
x R 

(2.40) 

in which; 

(2.41) 

and r(P,Q) = distance from a fixed point, P, on the boundary 

to another point, Q. The variable, 8, = angle between the 

boundary tangents at P. The solution is obtained iteratively 

by assuming a value of h(t+llt) and then solving Eqn. 2.40. 

The estimate of h(t+llt) is then revised and the process 

repeated until there is essentially no change in successive 

solutions. The obvious disadvantage of such a formulation 

that because the final term on the right side of Eqn. 

2.40 is non-zero, in general, integrations must be performed 

throughout the solution domain at each time step. Thus, 

al though the method can be extended to solve problems' in 

leaky aquifers with recharge, it does not have the advantage 

of reducing the dimensionality of the problem. 
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The use of time-dependent fundamental solutions to 

solve problems having the same form as Eqn. 2.36 was first 

presented by Chang, Kang and Chen (1973), who analysed 

transient heat conduction through an anisotropic medium. 

The method has since been used by Brebbia and Walker (1979), 

Brebbia and Wrobel (1979), and Wrobel and Brebbia (1979a,b) 

who presented solutions to the following form of the heat 

conduction equation; 

(2.42) 

V(x,y, t = 0) = VO(x,y) for (x,y) ER (2.43) 

V(x,y,t) f(x,y,t) for (x,y) on rlEr (2.44) 

~~(x,y,t)- g(x,y,t) for (x,y) on r"Er (2.45) 

in which V temperature, C = thermal diffusivity, and Eqn. 

2.42 is a spec 1 form of Eqn. 2.36, Eqn. 2.43 is the initial 

condition which must be satisfied throughout the solution 

domain, R, and Eqns. 2.44 and 2.45 are the boundary 

conditions which must be satisfied on the respective portions 

of the boundary contour, r=r'+rll. A full description of the 

results which follow is presented in Chapter 5. A fundamental 

solution, u, of Eqn. 2.42 is given by; 

u[x(Q) - x(p), y(Q) - y(P), t-'r] u[r(P,Q), t-T] 

[r(p,Q)]2 
1 4C (t-T) 

'4-1T=C"(-:-t---T~) e (2.46) 

in which r(P,Q) = distance from a fixed point, P, within R, 

to another point, Q, and 0 ~ T ~ t. It will be shown in 

Chapter 5 that the integral equation representation of Eqn. 

2.42 is; 



t 

v (P, t) J J c~. [r(P,Q) ,t-'T] aV(Q,T) L an(Q) 
o f '+fll 

- V(Q,T) au[r(P,Q),t-Tf] ds(Q) dT 
an(Q) J 

+ J ~ [r (P , Q) , t 1 V ( Q , T = 0 )] dA 

R 

If P is a point on the boundary contour; 

t 

2
8
lT V(P,t) =: J J cG[r(p,Q) ,t-T] 

o f'+f" 

_ V ( Q , T ) au [r (p , Q) , t - T 11 ds (Q) d T 
an(Q) J 

+ J ~[r(p,Q) ,t] V(Q,T=O)] dA 

R 

aV(Q,T) 
an(Q) 

18. 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

in which 8 = angle between the boundary tangents at p. 

Brebbia and Walker (1979) and Brebbia and Wrobel (l979a,b) 

calculated solutions of Eqn. 2.48 by assuming that V and 

~~ remained constant over a sufficiently small time step and 

by performing the time integrations stepwise. Using this 

assumption in Eqn. 2.48 and changing the order of integration 

gives; 

;IT V(P,t 2) = J rV(Q,t z ) t

J
2. 

Ctan(Q) u[r(P,Q),tz-T] dT 
f'+f" t 

1 

t ~ J 
z au [r (P , Q) , tz -T] 

- V(Q,t ) dT ds(Q) 
2 

t 
1 

+ J ~[r(p,Q), tz-t 1 ] V(Q,T=t 1 >] dA 

R 

(2.49) 

The time integrals on the right side of Eqn. 2.49 can be 
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evaluated analytically, and it can be shown that; 

J2 u[r(P,Q) ,t 2-T] dT 

t 

(2.50) 

1 

in which E is the exponential function; and 
1 

tIz du[r(P,Q) ,t 2 -'d 

t dn(Q) 
1 

_ -cos(r,n) 
dT- 21TC r(P,Q) 

2 
-[r(P,Q)] 
4C(t

2
-t

1
) 

e 

(2.51) 

in which (r,n) is the angle between r(P,Q) and the unit 

normal at point Q. 

The obvious disadvantage of using Eqn. 2.49 that, 

as with the formulation of Lafe et al (1981), a surface 

integral must be calculated at the start of each time step, 

and thus negating, to some extent, the advantage of integral 

equations over the more traditional techniques. However, 

the methods do retain their accuracy, and both Wrobel and 

Brebbia (1981b) and Lafe et al (1981) claim that the grid 

spacing used to calculate surface integrals can be greater 

than that used in a finite-element solution. Wrobel and 

Brebbia (1981b) have used time-dependent fundamental solutions 

to solve axisymmetric problems and have also used linear 

time interpolation functions in Eqn. 2.49 in an effort to 

improve accuracy, (1981a). 

An alternative formulation for the solution of Eqn. 

2.48 was presented by Liggett and Liu (1979) who, unlike 

Brebbia and Wrobel (1979) and Wrobel and Brebbia (1979-1981), 

calculated the contour integrals by assuming that V and ~~ 
varied linearly along a straight line joining adjacent nodes 

and integrating the expression analytically around the 

boundary. The trapezium rule was used to calculate integrals 

in the time domain. Liu and Liggett concluded that the 

initial portions of the time integrations were critical and 

had to be calculated accurately to avoid the introduction 
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of a consistent error into the solution. This formulation, 

also, required the evaluation of an integral over the 

solution domain. 

A solution of Eqn. 2.48 may be obtained by dividing 

the time interval 0 ~ T ~ t into N time steps and reversing 

the order of integration to give; 

e V{P,t) J N ~2 = C 
k:2 

f'+f" tl 

V(Q ) au[r(P,Q) ,t-Tl) 
,T an(Q) dJ 

+ fG [r (P , Q , t ] V ( Q , T = ~ dA 

R 

[u[r(p,Q) ,t-Tl 
aV(Q,T) 

8n(Q) 

ds{Q) 

(2.52) 

in which tl = 0 and tN = t. At first glance, it may appear 

that Eqn. 2.52 is no better than any of the previous formula

tions because of the surface integral that appears on the 

right side. However, because the governing partial 

dif rential equation, Eqn. 2.42, is linear with constant 

coefficients, the principal of superposition can be applied. 

Ifi 
Vi ;; V - Vo (2.53) 

in which Vo is the initial condition at t = 0, given by 

Eqn. 2.43, then; 

~ Vi (P t) J 
N 

~: [u[r(p,Q) ,t-T] = C E 2lf ' k=2 f'+f" 

- Vi (Q,T) dU[r(P,Q) ,t-Tl] dj 
an (Q) T ds (Q) (2.54) 

which must be solved subject to the following boundary con

ditions; 
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Vi (x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) - VO(x,y) for (x,y) on riEr (2.55) 

av' avO 
d1"l(x,y,t) = g(x,y,t) - an (x,y) for (x,y) on r"Er (2.56) 

Although the amount of data storage and computational 

effort required is greater for this method than for the 

others discussed, the advantage of reduced data preparation 

is very significant. 

Dubois and Buysse (1981) have used Eqn. 2.52 to 

analyse problems of thermal shock by assuming that V and 

~~ remain constant throughout each time step. In this work, 

such a solution will be used as a starting point for the 

solution of the linearized groundwater flow equation, (Eqn. 

2.36), for h when R' = O. A second formulation, in which 

h and a~ vary linearly with time, will be used in an 

equation analogous to Eqn. 2.52 and the results compared 

with those obtained when hand ~~ are assumed constant over 

each time step. These techniques will then be applied to 

composite regions in which T and S are constant within 

each zone but vary from one zone to the next. The solution 

domain mayor may not include wells. 
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Chapter 3 

UNSTEADY SEEPAGE THROUGH EMBANKMENTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Hunt and Isaacs (1981) have developed an integral 

equation formulation which has been applied to two-dimen

sional, steady groundwater flow problems. In this chapter 

solutions will be presented in dimensionless form for 

calculations of unsteady seepage through an embankment. 

In so doing it is hoped to verify that the Hunt-Isaacs 

formulation is general enough to enable the solution of 

unsteady two-dimensional flows through porous media. 

Because the problem is relatively complicated with many 

variables, attention will be restricted to the case of an 

instantaneous drawdown next to an isotropic, homogeneous 

embankment with side slopes of 2:1. More general cases, 

including finite reservoir drawdown rates, different side 

slopes, anisotropy and zoned embankments, can be handled 

with the same technique, but the extra variables introduced 

by these additional degrees of freedom make it impossible 

to present the results systematically in a generalized way. 

3.2 INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION 

Suppose t(x,y) and ~(x,y) are the velocity potential 

and stream function in a groundwater flow problem. Since 

the flow region is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, 

and the flow two-dimensional, a solution of the form; 

w(z) = <P (x,y) + i~ (x,y) 

will be sought, in which i = ~, z = x+iy, and w(z) 

complex-valued analytic function . 

(3.1) 

a 

. The integral equation formulation used by Hunt and 

Isaacs (1981) uses the Cauchy integral theorem to seek a 

solution of the formi 
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w (z) 2;i f (3.2) 

f 

in which f defines the exterior boundary contour of the flow 

region, z coordinate of a point inside f, and S = coordinate 

of a point on f. The integral equation is obtained from 

Eqn. 3.2 by letting z approach a point on the boundary 

contour and then deforming the boundary slightly so that 

z lies within the flow region. In the limit as this 

deformation tends to zero; 

w(z) = ~ 1 w(s) dr 
f2i J l;;-Z ':> 

f 

(3.3) 

in which z a point on f, (p) denotes the Cauchy principal 

value of the integral, and f2 ; the exterior angle between the 

boundary tangents at z. At points where the boundary turns 

continuously, f2=n. The boundary contour, f, divided 

into M segments and a node placed at the end of each segment. 

The nodal spacing is le~s in regions where ~ or ~ change 

rapidly and is increased where the variations in ~ or ~ are 

smaller. It is assumed that w(s) is a piecewise linear 

function of the complex variable, S, along each of the 

boundary segments, and so on the segment joining nodes Sj 

and Sj+l' w(s) is approximated with; 

----='--- w· 
J 

(3.4) 
j 

If z = si and i t j, or i t j+l, Eqn. 3.4 can be substituted 

into Eqn. 3.3 and integrated over the boundary segment 

joining Sj and Sj+l to give; 

w. 1 J+ 

(3.5) 



The complex logarithms that appear in Eqn. 3.5 are 

multiple-valued, but problems can be avoided by choosing 

the arguments of all complex numbers to be in the range 

24. 

-TI+TI. Eqn. 3.5 cannot be used to calculate the contribution 

to the integral of the two elements on each side of the 

singular node at z = ~i' For this case, calculation of the 

Cauchy principal values gives; 

(P) w (~) d~ 
~-~. 

]. 

in which Q = angle between the boundary tangents at ~i and 

e = angle between the straight lines joining ~ l-~i and 

~i-si+l' Thus the numerical solution of Eqn. 3.3, calculated 

from Eqn. 

w. c 
]. 

3.6 is given 

i-2 
1 + 1: 

j 

J(,n 

by; 

w (s) d~ 
s-~· 

]. 

+ ie 

M Jj+l 
+ 1: w 

d~ j +1 i 
s 

(3 .7) 

in which the integrals on the right side of Eqn. 3.7 are 

calculated from Eqn. 3.5. Eqn. 3.7 applied successively 

to each boundary node, and the resulting set of equations, 

together with the appropriate boundary conditions, solved 

by Gauss elimination to give the solution for w, and hence 

$ and W at each node. 

3.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Consider the problem of seepage through the homogeneous, 

isotropic embankment shown in Fig. 3.1. 



y 

Ho I-----=-----~ 

,'Impervious Base'" 
L 

Fig. 3.1 Definition Diagram for Seepage Through an 
Embankment. 
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c x 
~I 

The upstream reservoir level falls instantaneously from a 

depth of HO to zero at time t = O. 

The piezometric head, h, is defined as; 

P 
h - pg + y (3.8) 

in which P = pressure, p = mass density of water, g = gravita

tional acceleration, and y = free surface elevation. A 

velocity potential, ¢, is defined aSj 

¢ == -Kh (3.9) 

in which K = permeability of the embankment. The velocity 

components u and v in the x and y directions, respectively, 

are given by; 

u = a¢ 
ax (3.10) 

a v = y (3.11) 

and the stream function; ~, is defined in the usual manner 

from the Cauchy-Riemann equations; 

u = (3.12) 

=~ v ax (3.13) 



Flow through the embankment is governed by the 

following boundary conditions: 

~ = -Ky for (x,y) on AB 

~ = 0 for (x,y) on AB 

~ -Ky for (x,y) on CD 

~ = -Ky for (x,y) on DA 

l~ 
dr 

A 

dfoen for (x,y) on DA cr an 

in which n arc length normal to ilie free surface, 

r = position vector of a point on the free surface, 
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(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.lS) 

cr = porosity, and e 
n 

to the free surface. 

= the outward pointing unit normal 

Eqns. 3.14, 3.16, and 3.17 require 

pressures to be atmospheric in the upstream face, downstream 

face and free surface, respectively, while Eqn. 3.15 

requires that the impermeable base be a streamline. Eqn. 

3.lS states that a uid particle on the free surface must 

remain in contact with the free surface as the free surface 

geometry changes with time. The initial position of the 

free surface prior to drawdown is found by solving the 

steady flow problem in which y is replaced with HO on the 

right side of Eqn. 3.14 to give; 

-K HO for (x,y) on AB (3.19) 

and Eqn. 3.lS is replaced withi 

q for (x,y) on DA (3.20) 

in which q = steady, two-dimensional flow rate through the 

embankment. Eqn. 3.19 requires pressures to be hydrostatic 

along the upstream face, while Eqn. 3.20 states that the 

free surface is a streamline during steady flow. 

The coordinates of the free surface, as a function of 

time are most generally presented by using the following 

dimensionless variables: 
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~ = f[X, HO Kt] 
L L L' crL (3.21) 

in which x and yare the horizontal and vertical coordinates, 

respectively, of a point on the free surface, L is the 

embankment base width, t = time and f is a functional 

relationship. Eqn. 3.21 can be obtained either by using 

dimensional analysis or by formally introducing dimensionless 

variables into Eqns. 3.14 - 3.19 and then noting which 

dimensionless variables and parameters would appear in a 

solution for the free surface. 

3.4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

The first step in any instantaneous drawdown problem 

is to find the initial steady-state solution. This is done 

relatively easily by first assuming a free surface profile 

and solving Eqn. 3.7 subject to the boundary conditions 

given by Eqns. 3.15, 3.16, 3.19 and 3.20 to give values of 

~ and ~ over the entire boundary of the flow region. The 

assumed free surface is correct if the values of ~ calculated 

above agree with those obtained using Eqn. 3.17. If the 

two solutions do not agree, a new estimate is made and the 

process repeated until they do. Provided a realistic 

estimate of the free surface is made initially, the correct 

solution results in about four or five iterations. 

When the upstream reservoir level drops to zero, 

Eqn. 3.7 must be solved subject to the appropriate boundary 

conditions (Eqns. 3.14 - 3.17). Because the free surface 

profile is known at the instant that drawdown occurs, only 

one free surface boundary condition is required to solve 

Eqn. 3.7. The extra free surface boundary condition, Eqn. 

3.18, which is controlled by the normal derivative of ~ 

along the free surface, is used to calculate changes in 

the free surface profile. However, since the normal 

derivative of ~ has a magnitude that is equal to the 

tangential derivative of ~ (from the Cauchy-Riemann 

equations), and since the formulation calculates values 

of ~ along the free surface, it is more convenient to 



substitute the tangential derivative of ~ for the normal 

derivative of ~ in Eqn. 3.18. Thus a finite-difference 

approximation to Eqn. 3.18 can be written in the form; 

28. 

Innl = nt d~ 
(J as (3.22) 

in which nn = arc length normal to the free surface, 

nt = small time increment and i¥ = tangential derivative 

of~. For every node i on the free surface a second-order 

polynomial in x is written for both the distribution of ~, 

and for the free surface elevation, in the vicinity of node 

i using values at i 1, i and i+l. These equations are used 

to calculate the value if and the normal to the free surface 

at node i and are then substituted into Eqn. 3.22 to give a 

first approximation to the free surface at the end of the 

time step. Because d
S 

and the free surface profile change 

continuously, an improved solution can be achieved by using 

averages of both d
S 

and the normal direction throughout the 

time step. Thus Eqn. 3.7 is used to calculate ~ and ~ on the 

first approximation to the flow boundary at the end of the 

time step, and both ~! and normal direction are calculated. 

The average of these values and those at the beginning of 

the time step are substituted into Eqn. 3.22 to get a better 

approximation to the free surface profile at the end of the 

time step. This process is repeated until successive 

solutions agree to wi thin a pre-selected tolerance. As 

successive approximations to the free surface profile are 

calculated, nodal positions are altered so that the 

horizontal coordinate of each node is the same as it was 

at the beginning of the time step_ This is done by assuming 

that the surface profile at the end of the time step 

in the vicinity of node i is a second order function of x, 

calculated using data from nodes i-I, i and In this 

way successive approximations, are compared by considering 

elevations at given values of x. 

Once the free surface profile at the end of one time 

step has been found, it can be used as the starting point 
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Fig. 3.2 Flow Chart for Calculation of Unsteady, Free 
Surface Profiles. 
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for another time step, and so the comp surface 

time history can be obtained. A flow chart for this process 

is given in Fig. 3.2. 

A typical steady-state nodal arrangement is shown 

in Fig. 3.3. In the initial stages following drawdown pore 

Fig. 3.3 Typical Steady-State Nodal Arrangement. 

velocities are greatest where the free surface and the 

upstream face of the embankment intersect, and so a high 

concentration of nodes is required there. Thus the same 

nodal layout as for the steady-state case is used. As 

drawdown proceeds,velocit become smaller and the nodal 

spacing can be increased accordingly. A typical nodal 

arrangement used during the latter stages of drawdown is 

shown in Fig. 3.4. 

Fig. 3.4 Typical Nodal Arrangement Following Drawdown. 

Typically dimensionless time 

order Knt/crL = 0.005 in the initial s 

lengths are of the 

of drawdown, but 

as time proceeds the free surface falls more slowly and 

dimensionless time steps of the order Knt/crL = 0.1 can be 

used. 



3.5 EXPERIMENTAL SOLUTION 

The analogy between gravity flow through a porous 

medium and viscous flow between parallel plates was 

developed by Hele-Shaw in 1897 and is well documented in 

texts like Polubarinova-Kochina (1962) and Harr (1962). 
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flow of oil between parallel perspex plates that are 

geometrically similar to the embankment being considered 

was observed in order to check the accuracy of one of the 

numerical solutions. The plates had base widths of 920 rom, 

2:1 upstream and downstream face slopes and were spaced 

3.0 rom apart. During steady flow conditions oil was 

recycled back to the upstream reservoir by pumping with a 

600 watt e c motor, while instantaneous drawdown was 

simulated by suddenly draining the upstream reservoir. The 

subsequent surface profiles were recorded photographically, 

and a ruler and stopwatch that appeared in each photograph 

were used to scale 

time. 

surface coordinates as a function of 

3.6 DUPUIT APPROXIMATION SOLUTION 

By making the Dupuit approximation, which assumes that 

the piezometric head, h, does not vary in the vertical 

direction, the steady flow through the homogeneous, isotropic 

embankment shown in Fig. 3.1 is governed by the following 

equation; 

o (3.23) 

During steady flow the boundary conditions are assumed to be; 

h (SL) HO (3.24) 

h (L) = 0 (3.25) 

in which SL is the horizontal coordinate of the intersection 

of the upstream face of the embankment with the reservoir 

free surface. The solution of Eqns. 3.23-3.25 is given by; 

hex) = HO (3.26) 
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and the two-dimensional flow rate is: 

2 
KHO 

q = 2L(l-S) (3.2'Z) 

in which q is independent of x. 

The unsteady solution following instantaneous draw

down at t = 0 is obtained from: 

rh ahj = ~ ah 
x L a~ K 

/ 
L-x 

h(x,t=O) = HO L(l-B) 

h(x=O,t) = 0 

h(X=L,t) = 0 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

in which a and K are the constant values of embankment 

porosity and permeability, respectively. Eqn. 3.29 is the 

initial condition requiring steady-state conditions to exist 

prior to drawdown, and Eqns. 3.30 and 3.31 are the approp

riate boundary conditions. Eqn. 3.28 is non-linear and, 

hence is most easily solved by a numerical scheme. 

Stephenson (1978), for example, uses an explicit finite

difference technique that uses a first-order, forward

difference approximation to the time derivative on the right 

side of Eqn. 3.28 and a second-order, central-difference 

approximation to the spatial derivative on the left side 

of Eqn. 3.28. The resulting finite difference equation is 

given bYi 

h(x,t+llt) =h(x,t) + Kl'1t 
2 

2al'1x 

r;: 2 2 
~(x-l'1x,t) + h(x+l'1x,t) - 2h(X,t)J 

(3.32) 

in which I'1t is the time step length, llx is the nodal spacing 

and all values of h at time t which appear on the right side 

of Eqn. 3.32 are known. A theoretical stability analysis of 

Eqn. 3.32 is not readily obtainable and so the maximum 
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permissible value of the time step length must be found by 

trial and error. 

Prior to drawdown the steady flow through the embank

ment is governed by Eqn. 3.23, which is linear in h 2
• If 

the unsteady flow equation, Eqn. 3.32, is linearized by 

choosing h
2 

as the dependent variable (Polubarinova-Kochina, 

1962) i-then the solution to this problem will agree with 

the steady state solution at the instant drawdown occurs 

(t=O). Letting; 

II == h 
2 

(3.33) 

then 
a

2 
a au 

;::: 

Kli at ax 
2 

(3.34) 

The linearized form of this equation is obtained by replacing 

h with the constant value HO on the right side of Eqn. 3.34 

to give; 

(3.35) 

The initial condition becomes; 

2 

ll(X,t==O} == 
Ho (L-x) 

(3.36) 

and the boundary conditions are; 

ll(X==O,t) = 0 (3.37) 

ll(x=L,t) = 0 (3.38) 

For the case of 2:1 embankment side slopes; 

[3 = (3.39) 

and the solution of Eqns. 3.35 - 3.38 is given by; 
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2 
-E:(nrr) Kt 

]J(x,t) 
00 aL nrrx 

l: e sin 

n=1 nrr (3.40) 

-E:(nrr)2 Kt 

or h (x, t) 2 
00 aL nrrx 

:::::: H e 
0 (1-2E:) l: sin 

n=1 nrr (3.41) 

in which E: :::::: 
HO 
y. 
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Chapter 4 

EVALUATION OF THE TECHNIQUES GIVEN IN CHAPTER 3 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The numerical method given in Sec. 3.4 is used to 

obtain solutions for unsteady, two-dimensional flow through 

a homogeneous, isotropic embankment. The results from an 

experimental solution are included to check the accuracy 

of one of the numerical solutions and are used to show the 

limitations of the experimental approach. The numerical 

results are .also compared with the simpler results that are 

obtained by making the Dupuit approximation. 

4.2 SEEPAGE THROUGH A HOMOGENEOUS, ISOTROPIC EMBANKMENT 

Unsteady seepage through a triangular embankment 

with 2:1 side slopes was computed numerically for three 

different upstream reservoir levels. The results for 

dimensionless reservoir depths of HaiL = 0.1667, 0.1389, 

and 0.1111 are given in Figs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 respectively, 

while a comparison between the numerical and experimental 

models is given in Fig. 4.4. The main point of interest 

with the comparison is the variation in free surface eleva

tion between the numerical and experimental solutions for 

steady flow. This is not unexpected, however, for several 

reasons. A boundary layer with an approximate thickness of 

one and a half plate spacings exists along the base of the 

experimental model, as shown in Appendix A. This boundary 

layer accounts for approximately sixty percent of the 

difference, while the remaining forty percent is believed to 

be due to surface tension and three-dimensional effects 

where the free surface intersects the upstream and downstream 

embankment faces. During steady flow the free surface is a 

streamline and, thus, it intersects the upstream face at 

right angles and approaches the downstream face tangentially. 

This condition is satisfied by the numerical solution but not 

by the experimental solution, which indicates that better 

accuracy is probably achieved with the numerical model. 
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As drawdown proceeds, the difference between the numerical 

and experimental solutions decreases, which suggests that 

boundary layer and surface tension effects become relatively 

small in the experimental model as time increases. 

Another major source of experimental error arises 

from oil viscosity variations (and hence permeability varia

tions) that are caused by the pump supplying heat to the 

system. Viscosity is highly temperature-dependent and so 

temperature must be closely monitored throughout the 

experiment to ensure accurate results. 

An excellent feature of the numerical formulation is 

that any small perturbation that is introduced into the 

solution is quickly damped out and has a minimal effect on 

surrounding nodes. This is extremely useful when dealing 

with a node at the intersection of the free surface and the 

upstream embankment face at t=O. Clearly, a parabolic 

surface profile is not particularly realistic there, but 

once a solution at the end of the first time step has been 

calculated, the free surface can be manually smoothed in 

the vicinity of this node with little or no effect on 

subsequent calculations. As the free surface elevation 

falls, the values of ~ and ~ calculated from Eqn. 3.7 vary 

less than at earlier times, and so if nodes are too closely 

spaced, small numerical errors in ~ and in the free surface 

elevation can result in poor polynomial fits to the true 

behaviour of these functions. Consequently changes in the 

surface profile, calculated from Eqn. 3.22, will also 

be inaccurate. Redundant nodes, therefore, should be 

removed as drawdown proceeds. For these reasons the 

numerical solution does not lend itself to the generation 

of an entire free surface time-history. 

Desai (1972) and Stephenson (1978) state that it is 

customary to assume instantaneous drawdown in unsteady 

seepage calculations and that this assumption is conservative. 

The results shown in Figs. 4.1 - 4.3 now allow a more precise 



statement to be made in this regard. If to is the time 

required for the reservoir to reach zero depth, these 

results show that a negligible movement of the free 

surface will have occurred by this time if 
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K to 
aL < 0.03 (4.1) 

_5 
For example, if an embankment has. K = 1 x 10 mis, a = 0 . 2 and 

L = 30 m, Eqn. 4.1 gives a value of to of 18,000 s or 5 

hours. Similarly, a less permeable embankment with 
_6 

K = 1 x 10 mis, a = 0.2 and L = 45 m leads to the result 

to = 75 hours. Thus it appears that the assumption of 

instantaneous drawdown is likely to be valid for a great 

many applications. 

Comparisons between the numerical and linearized 

Dupuit solutions for dimensionless reservoir depths of 

HO/L = 0.1667 and 0.1111 are given in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, 

respectively. During steady flow conditions the agreement 

between the two solutions is reasonably good, especially in 

the case of smaller reservoir depths. This is to be 

expected however, because for small reservoir depths the 

streamlines are nearly horizontal and thus the equipotentials 

are almost vertical throughout most of the solution domain. 

During steady flow the free surface is a streamline and the 

numerical method calculates the two-dimensional flow rate 

through the embankment as part of the solution. The 

comparison between these values and those obtained from Eqn. 

3.27 are given in dimensionless form in Table 4.1. 

HO 
-q-

L K HO 

Numerical Solution Dupuit Solution 

0.1111 0.0670 0.0714 

0.1389 0.0906 0.0962 

0.1667 0.1193 0.1250 

Table 4.1 Comparison of steady-state flow rates 
for numerical and Dupuit solutions. 
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The closeness between the calculated flow rates is to be 

expected considering the good agreement that exists between 

the free surface coordinates and slopes, as shown in Figs. 

4.5 and 4.6. 

Once drawdown has occurred the two solutions are 

comparable for a limited period, but as time proceeds the 

linearized Dupuit solution tends to zero depth at a faster 

rate than the numerical solution (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). 

This apparent anomoly is to be expected, however, because 

of the assumptions made concerning the linearized Dupuit 

solution. Using the initial reservoir depth HO to linearize 

Eqn. 3.34 is a reasonable approximation and in the early 

stages following drawdown, but at later times when values 

of h are much smaller than HO' the approximation is less 

accurate. As a result of this, values of ~~ calculated from 

the linearized equation, Eqn. 3.35, are larger than those 

obtained from the non-linear equation, Eqn. 3.34. Thus the 

linearized Dupuit solution can be expected to approach zero 

depth faster than the true solution to the problem. Further

more, the Dupuit solutions were obtained by assuming vertical 

velocities were negligible, but clearly such an assumption 

is unlikely to be valid following a sudden drawdown. 

Polubarinova-Kochina (1962) estimates the vertical velocity 

by considering the equation of continuity, 

(4.2) 

in which u and v are the horizontal and vertical velocity 

components. Because u has been assumed to be only a function 

of x, given by Darcy's law by 

ah u = -K 

the integration of Eqn. 4.2 with respect to y gives; 

v = 
Y

J 
o 

au 
ax ay 

2 

= Ky a ~ 
ax 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
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(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

HO 
in which E = Solutions for u and v(y=h) throughout the 

HO 
solution domain for the case ~ = 0.1667 are shown in 

dimensionless form in Table 4.2. 
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steady state 
Kt 

0.1 Kt 2.0 crL = crL = 
x 
L v(y=h) v(y=h) v(y=h) u u u 

0.05 0.1047 -0.0110 -0.8044 -0.7786 -0.1233 -0.0160 . 
0.10 0.1076 -0.0116 -0.5013 -0.4864 -0.0845 -0.0086 

0.20 0.1141 -0.0130 -0.1967 -0.3385 -0.0521 -0.0056 

0.30 0.1220 -0.0149 -0.0175 -0.2127 -0.0323 -0.0050 

0.40 0.1318 -0.0179 0.0815 -0.1058 -0.0156 -0.0049 

0.50 0.1443 -0.0208 0.1303 -0.0491 0.0000 -0.0049 

0.60 0.1614 -0.0260 0.1584 -0.0325 0.0156 -0.0049 

0.70 0.1863 -0.0347 0.1859 -0.0358 0.0323 -0.0050 

0.80 0.2282 -0.0521 0.2282 -0.0522 0.0521 -0.0056 

0.90 0.3227 -0.1042 0.3227 -0.1042 0.0845 -0.0086 

0.95 0.4564 -0.2083 0.4564 -0.2083 0.1233 -0.0160 

Table 4.2 Comparison of horizontal and vertical velocities 
from linearized Dupuit solution. 

During steady flow vertical velocities are very small over 

most of the solution domain, and the Dupuit approximation 

is applicable. However, once drawdownhas occurred, vertical 

velocities are significant especially near x=O. At later 

times the free surface falls more slowly, and vertical 

velocities are again negligible. 

The finite-difference technique given by Eqn. 3.32 

was used to calculate solutions to the non-linear Dupuit 

equation, Eqn. 3.28. Stephenson (1978) used a dimensionless 

nodal spacing Of Ll
L
x 

= 0.1 in his calculations, but because the 

free surface elevation changes rapidly near x = 0 following 
Llx 

drawdown, a value of ~ = 0.05 was selected for this study. 
KLlt A dimensionless time step of = 0.005 was found to give 

stable solutions to these problems. Comparisons between 

these solutions and the numerical golutions (Eqn. 3.7) for 

dimensionless reservoir depths of ~ = 0.1667 and 0.1111 are 

given in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively_ Although there 

is now good agreement between the solutions at later times, \ 

differences at earlier times (when vertical velocites are 
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large) are no less then those between the numerical and 

linearized Dupuit solutions shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. 

Thus, it appears that the Dupuit approximation is not valid 

for this type of problem, especially immediately following 

drawdown. 

I: 
, I 
, : 



Chapter 5 

SOLUTIONS OF THE UNSTEADY DUPUIT EQUATION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The unsteady two-dimensional flow of groundwater 

through a region Rwithboundary contour r, as shown in 

Fig. 5.1, is governed by the Dupuit equationi 

50. 

. (TV-h) == (5.1) 

in which T(x,y,t) = transmissivity, 

S = storage coefficient, 

h(x,y,t) piezometric head, 

Qi = flow rate in well i, 

x.,y. = coordinates of well i, and 
1 1 

t == time. 

In a well-posed boundary-value problem either the piezo

metric head, or its normal derivative, must be known 

functions time at 1 points on the boundary r, while the 

initial distribution of h within the solution domain at t=o 

is also required. 

Bounda ry contour; 

r = r'+ r N 

Y,l1 

L Region R 
x,g 

Fig. 5.1 Definition Diagram for Two-Dimensional Flow 
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For confined flows, Eqn 5.1 is linear. However, the 

transmissivity for unconfined flows is given by; 

T(x,y,t) = K(x,y) h(x,y,t) (5.2) 

in which K(x,y) = permeability, and so Eqn 5.1 is non-linear 

and, hence, difficult to solve. By assuming that a distri

bution for T calculated previously can be used for all times, 

Eqn 5.1 can be linearized and the principle of superposition 

used to write; 

= 

h(x,y,t=O) o 

h(x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) for x,y on fiEf 

ah (x,y ,t) = g (x,y ,t) for x,y on f"Ef 
an 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

in which, f and g are the known changes in piezometric 

head, and its normal derivative, around the boundary, 

respectively, h is the change in piezometric head caused by 

the changing boundary conditions together with pumping a 

flow rate Q from a well at (xo'YO) and ~~ is the normal 

derivative of h. 

In this chapter an integral equation technique is used 

firstly to solve Eqns 5.3-5.6 for a homogeneous region in 

which there are no wells, and then to extend the method to 

solve problems that do include wells. This technique will 

then be generalized to solve problems for composite regions, 

in which the transmissivity is constant throughout each 

zone in the region, but varies from one zone to the next. 

5.2 FORMULATION FOR A HOMOGENEOUS REGION THAT 

CONTAINS NO WELLS 

For the case of a homogeneous region that contains no 

wells, Eqns 5.3-5.6 can be simplified and rewritten as; 



h = 0 at t = 0 

h = f for x,y on f'sf 

ah = g for x,y on fllSf 
an 

(see Fig. S. 1) . 

constant, x,y in R) 

S2. 

(S. 7) 

(S. 8) 

(S.9) 

(S.lO) 

The solution of Eqns S.7-S.10 is based on the method 

used by Brebbia and Walker (1979). If (x,y,t) is replaced 

with (s,n,T) in h(x,y,t) and u(x-s, y-n, t-T) is a fundamen

tal solution of Eqn S.7 with properties that will be defined 

later, then; 

But, 

and 

ah 
u - = aT 

• (ullh) -

a (uh) _ h au 
T T 

Substituting Eqns S.12 and S.13 into Eqn S.ll gives; 

+ h au = 0 
aT 

(S.ll) 

(S. 12) 

(S.13) 

(5. 14) 

Integrating Eqn S.14 over the region R and from T=O to T=t 

and using the divergence theorem gives; 

r I o f'+fll 
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(5.15 ) 

R 

in which s := arc length measured along the boundary contour 

r. 
Now define u(x,y,t) so that 

of equations; 

satisfies the following set 

au for x,y in R (5.16 ) 

u(x,y,O) := <s(x) 6(y) (5.17) 

in which <S is the Dirac delta function. Thus u(x-s,y-n,t-T) 

satis s· , 

a 2 'iJ2 u + au 0 for x,y and i;,n in R = i;,n T 
(5. 18) 

u(x-i;, y-nl t=T) :::: o (x-s) o(y-n) (5.19 ) 

The solution of Eqns 5.18 and 5.19 is given by Carslaw and 

Jaeger (1959) as; 

4a 2 (t-T) e 
u(x-s, y-n, t-T) = u(r,t-T) = 1 

(5.20) 

in which r = 

substituting Eqns 5.18 and 5.19 into Eqn 5.15 gives; 

h(x,y,t) = r J 
a 2 (u ah - h au) ds dT, for x,y in R 

an an 

o rl+r" (5.21) 
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It will be shown later that; 

[
r 2e Y] 

~n 4a 2 t as r + 0 (5.22) 

in which y = Euler's constant = 0.5772156649 •.• 

and 
J

t 
au -cos(r,n} 
an dT - 2lTa2r as r + 0 (5.23) 

o 

Thus, as the point (x,y) approaches a point on the boundary, 

methods similar to those used by Kellogg (1929) and Sternberg 

and Smith (1946) can be used to obtain the following integral 

equation from Eqn 5.21; 

e 
2lT h(x,y,t) = r J 

(5.24) 

o f'+f n 

in which e = interior angle between the boundary tangents 

at (x,y) as shown in Fig. 5.2. At points where the boundary 

turns continuously e = IT, 

y 

( = ('+ r'l 
x 

Fig. 5.2 Boundary Node Geometry 

Eqn 5.24 can be solved by selecting a finite number of 

nodes on the boundary contour, f, and then calculating the 
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integrals numerically. The nodes should be closely spaced 

on portions of the boundary where h or ah change rapidly, 

and more sparsely spaced where hand ~~ vary less· rapidly. 

Nodes will be numbered consecutively as the boundary is 

traversed in an anti-clockwise direction. A typical nodal 

arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.3. 

1 

2 

Fig. 5.3 

An 

for each 

unknowns 

M-2 M-3 

Typical Nodal Arrangement for Homogeneous 

Region 

algebraic approximation to Eqn 5.24 can be written 

of M nodes, which gives M equations containing 2M . an 
(h and an at each node). The remaining M equations 

required for a complete solution are obtained from the 

boundary conditions. 

5.3 NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 

Method 1 

The simplest way to integrate Eqn 5.24 numerically is 

to divide the time interval (O,t) into N time steps and to 

h h d ah. h assume that bot an an remaln constant at eac node 

throughout each time step. The order of integration in Eqn 

5.24 can be changed to give; 
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8 = 2n h(x,y,t) J a' 

N 
E 

k=2 [
ah

k J~ an u(x-~,y-n,t-T) dT 

r'+rll 

au(x-~,y-n,t-T) 
an 

in which tN = t and tl - O. 

It can be shown that 

I 
4na 2 

t k - l 

00 

_ 
Je-tt dt in which the exponential integral El(X) 

x 

It can also be shown that 

au 
an dT [ 

4a~~~ -t ) cos(r,n) N k 
= 21Ta 2 r e 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

ln which (r,n) is the angle between r (the vector joining 

points (x,y) and (~,n)) and n the outward pointing normal to 

r at (en). Thus Eqn 5.25 becomes; 

I N 
= - E 

4n k=2 



N 
E 

I 
f'+f" 

r2 J 4a 2 (t -t ) 
N k d e s 

hk cos(r,n) 
r 

57. 

(5.29) 

ln which the integrals are calculated in the sense of a 

Cauchy principal value. 

It is necessary to examine the integrals in Eqn 5.29 

so that any singularities in the integrands can be treated 

correctly. The rst integral on the right hand side of 

Eqn 5.29 can be rewritten in the form 

= 
J 

8hk 
G ds 

f'+f" 

ln which G 

For k < N 

Since El (x) ~ - £n x - y 
00 

E 
m=l 

ln which y = Euler1s constant as defined ln Eqn 5.22, 

G ~ 
[

t -

£n ~N as r + 0 

(5. 30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32 ) 

(5.33) 

in which the order symbol, O( ) indicates that the next 

term in the expansion is a constant multiplied by r2. 

5.30 can be approximated by using the trapezium rule. 

Fig. 5.4). 

Eqn 

(See 
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Fig. 5.4 Definition Diagram for Numerical Calculation of 

Eqn 5.30 

1+1 

J 
ahk 

G ds 
n 

k 
ah (I) 

n 

(5.34 ) 

in which r I = length of line segment joining nodes P and 

I, 8 1 = length of line segment joining nodes I and 1+1 

and ahk(I) = value of ah at node I at time t k " 
an an 



J
R ahk 

an 
Q 

G ds 

59. 

(5" 35) 

For k N 

1n which fitN ~ tN - ~-l 

Clearly G becomes infinite as r + 0, but using the method 

of "subtracting the singularity" as described by Scheid 

(1968), Eqn 5.30 can be rewritten as; 

(5.37) 

ahN(p) ah 
1n which an . = the value of an at the singular point 

(x,y) at time tN" The integrand in the first integral on 

the right hand side of Eqn 5.37 equals zero when r = 0, which 

enables the integral to be calculated numerically with the 

trapezium rulec (See Fig. 5.4). 
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3hN (I) [ 2 J 3hN (1+1) EfI+l2 J E r 1 
C:! 

Cln 1 4a2~tN + 3n 4a2~tN 

3hN (P) [[ 2eY
] [r 2eY1J S1 

~n 4a2~tN + ~n 4~~!tN (5.38) + Cln 2" 

(5. 39) 

The second integral on the right hand side of Eqn 5.37 can 

be evaluated as follows; 

in which L 

(5.40) 

length of f' + fll. The term 2 f ~n r ds 

f'+f" 

must be evaluated ln part numerically and in part 



analytically because of the singularity in £n r as r + O. 

The trapezium rule can be used over the entire boundary, 

except for segments QP and PR as shown in Fig. 5.4. For 

example; 

61. 

f

1+l 

£n r ds (5.41) 

I 
1~Q 
1~P 

the boundary between nodes Q and P is approximated by a 

straight line, then; 

Q 

and similarly fRtn r ds = r R (tn rR-l) 

P 

(5.42 ) 

(5.43) 

The second term on the right side of Eqn 5.29 can be 

written in the form; 

1k = I hk 

f'+f" 

in which F = 
cos(r,n) 

r 

For k < N 

r cos(r,n) F ~ 4a 2 

F ds 

[e 
-r2 

(tk -tk - l ) 

( 

r2 ] 4a2:(t -t ) N k 
- e 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

Thus the gral on the right hand side of Eqn 5.44 can be 

calculated approximately with the trapezium rule. (See 

Fig. 5.5). 



Fig. 5.5 

r:::: r'+ r II 

R 
~ 

Definitlon Diagram for Numerical Calculation 

of Eqn 5.44 

F ds 

cos ( +l'n I + l ) 

rr+l 

-r 2 
I 

62. 

(5.47) 

~n which hk(I) = value of h at node 1 at time t k , nr = out

ward pointing normal to f I + f" at node 1, which is deter

mined herein by fitting a second order polynomial through 

nodes I-I, I and 1+1 and calculating the outward pointing 

normal to this curve at node I. For the boundary segment 

QPR the integral given by; 



Q 

+ 

For k = N 

F = r 

-r 2 
R 

Thus, as r + 0, F ~ cos(r,n) + OCr). 
r 

-r 2 
R 

4a Z (t-t) N k 
- e 

63. 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 

As r + 0, F becomes unbounded. Using the method of 

"subtracting the singularity" again Eqn 5.44 can be rewritten 

as; 

J 
r'+r" 

cos(r,n) ds 
r 

(5.51) 

in which hN(P) = the value of h at the singular point (x,y) 

at time tN' and the integrand in the rst integral is zero 

when r = O. The first integral on the right hand side of 

Eqn 5.51 can be calculated approximately by the trapezium 

rule. (See Fig. 5.5). 



hN (I) 
cos ( 

-r2 

4a2~tN ( )] 
_----''---''--" e - hN (P) cos r r ,n ds 

-r 2 
I 

,nIl 4a2~tN cos( 
-----e + hN (r+l) 

1 

64. 

(5.52) 

On the boundary segment QPR the corresponding result is; 

-r2 
4a2~~ 

-----'~-. e 

(5.53) 

The second integral on the right hand side of Eqn 

5.51 can be calculated as followsj (See Fig. 5.6) 



Fig. 5.6 Definition Diagram for Calculating f 
fl+f" 

cos(r,n) da = r-ds 

Hence 
cos(r,n) ds = da 

r 

And so, 
f 

cos(r,n) 
ds = f 

da = 6 r 

f'+f" r'+r" 

65. 

cos(r,n) ds 
r 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

in which 6 = the interior angle between the boundary 

tangents at (x,y) as defined in Fig. 5.2. 

Using the results from Eqns 5.30-5.56, Eqn 5.29 can be 



expressed in its final form as; 

+2 

N-I 

I 
= E 

k=2 
r'+r" 

in which G is as 

and F is as 

cos(r,n) 
r 

[ ah
k 

an 
G + 2hkF] 

defined in Eqns 

defined in Eqns 

66. 

ds (5.57) 

5.31 and 5.33 

5.45 and 5.46. 

The right hand side of Eqn 5.57 contains only known infor

mation from previous time steps, whi the Ie hand side 

contains the unknown values of hand ~~ at time t = tN. 

Eqn 5.57 is applied successively to each boundary node, and 

this together with the boundary conditions, gives a set of 

simultaneous equations which can be solved by Gauss Elimina-
ah tion to give the solution for h and an at each boundary node. 

The first integral on the left hand side of Eqn 5.57 is 

calculated numerically by Eqns 5.38 and 5.39, and the second 

integral is numerically approximated by Eqns 5.52 and 5.53. 

The final term on the left hand side of Eqn 5.57 is approxi

mated by Eqns 5.40-5.43, while the integral on the right 

hand side is calculated by the numerical schemes given in 

Eqns 5.34, 5.35, 5.47 and 5.48. 

Method 2 

A second, more accurate way to integrate Eqn 5.24, is 

to divide the time interval (O,t) into N time steps as 
ah before, but to assume that both h and vary linearly with 
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time throughout each time step. Eqn 5.24 can be rewritten 

as; 

e 

J 

N [J: 21T h(x,y,tN) = a 2 L: (Ak+BkT)u(r,tN-T) dT 
k=2 

r'+r" 

fk (Ck +Dk T) du(r,tN-T) aT] (5.58) n L 

t k - 1 

in which: 

:::: 

:::: (5.59) 

and u(r,tN-T) is as defined in Eqn 5.20. 

An integration by parts gives; 

J
tk 

I = (a+ST)u(r,tN-T) dT 

t k - 1 

(5.60) 



in which a and S are constants. 

Thus, 4na 2 I = (a+Stk _ 1 ) El(4~~{t -t )) 
N k-l 

(a+Stk ) El[4~:(tN-tk)) + SII 

x: [ rJ 
-p 

dP] dT in which II e = ----p-

4a 2 (t -T) 
N 

68. 

(5.61) 

(5.62 ) 

Interchanging the order of integration in Eqn 5.62 gives; 

+ 

Thus r 

-p 
e 

p 

-p 
e 

+ 

4a 2 (t -t ) 

. f N k e-P 

2 

r 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 



4a 2 (t -t ) 

f 

N k e-P 
dP 

r2 

[

00 

-P 
which E 2 on - .g e dP = e -S - gEl (S) 

4a 2 (t -t ) N k 
e 

69. 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 



Hence 

4a 20 (t -t ) 
N k 

e 

70. 

+ [a+S (tN + 4~;) 1 [E 1 [4~: (tN-t
k

_
1

) ]- E 1 [4~: (tN-t
k

) lJ 

Since the spacial coordinates are independent 

di rentiation of Eqn 5.60 gives; 

= 

Thus Eqns 5.69 and 5.70 . , 

time, 

N k = (a.+S~) e 
[ 

4~2(t -t) 
- e ll·2CO~(r.n) 

+ 

(5. 69) 

(5.70) 

(5.71) 

Substituting Eqns 5.69 and 5.71 into the right hand side of 

Eqn 5. 58 gi ve s ; 



e 
21T 
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E 1 [4~: (tN-tk)]J ds 

(5.72) 

in which Ak , Bk , ~ and Dk are as defined in Eqn 5.59, and 

the integrals are calculated in the sense of a Cauchy princi

pal value. The integrals on the right hand side of Eqn 5.72 

must be investigated so that any singularities in the 

integard can be treated correctly. The first term can be 

written in the 'formi 

= 

in which Bk is as defined in Eqn 5.59 and 

4a 2 tt -t ) N k 
e 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 
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For k < N Rk - (tk-l-~) + O(r z ) as r + 0 
-r z 

(5.75) 

For k = N 

(5. 76) 

The second integral on the right hand side of Eqn 5.72 can 

be expressed as; 

= (5.77 ) 

Hl which Ak and Bk are as defined in Eqn 5.59 and 

For k < N 

For k = N 

(5.78) 

Because of the behaviour of E (x) as x + 0, 
1 

(5.79) 

Because TN becomes infinite as r tends to zero, the method 

of "subtracting the singularity" can be used to rewrite 

Eqn 5.77 as; 

f [~ 
r '+r" 
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(5. Bl) 

in which the integrand in the first integral on the right 

hand side must be set to zero when r 0, and the second 

integral is calculated according to Eqns 5.40-5.43. The 

third integral on the right hand side of Eqn 5.72 can be 

expressed in the formi 

J (Ck + DktN) Uk ds 

r'+r" 

in which Ck and Dk are defined in Eqn 5.59 and 

= 

For k < N 

4a 2 (t -t ) N k 
e [ 

r2. 

r cos(r,n) 
Uk ~ 2a2 

For k N 

-2 cos(r,n) 
UN e 

r 

-2 cos r n + r 

-r2. 
4a 2 l'.tN 

o (r) as r -+ 0 

(5. B2) 

(5.B3) 

(5. B5 ) 

Because UN becomes infinite as r tends to zero Eqn 5.82 can 

be written as; 
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_r2 

LN 
I 

~2 (eN + DNtN) 
cos 4a ZL\tN 

= e r 

f'+f" 

+ 2(CN (p) + DN(p)tN) cos ~r ,nl] ds 

- 2(CN(p) + DN(p)tN) 
I 

ds (5.86) 

f'+f U 

in which the integrand in the first integral must be set to 

zero when r = 0, and the second integral is calculated 

according to Eqn 5.56. 

The final integral on the right hand side of Eqn 5.72 can 

be written in the form; 

I 
(5.87) 

fl+f" 

in whichDk is as defined in Eqn 5.59 and 

(5.88) 

For k < N 

V r cos (r ,n) 11 N k -1 + 0 ( 2) 0 
[
t -t ] 

k - 2az Nn tN-t
k 

r as r + (5.89) 

For k = N 

as r + 0 ( 5 . 90 ) 
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Thus V
N 

+ 0 as r + 0 (5.91) 

The results from Eqns 5.73-5.91, together with the 

definitions of Eqn 5.59, enable Eqn 5.72 to be written in 

its final form as; 

J [~~ 
f'+f" 

J 
f'+f" 

= J [
ahN-l GN-l + ahN-l(p) GN-l(p) + h N- l F N- l ] ds 
an an 

f'+f" 

N-l 
L 

k=2 
J [~~k 

f'+f" 

in which, for r ~ 0 

~ E 1 [4~:HN] 

N-l 
G ~ - El[4~:HN] [4~:HN] 

= 2 cos(r,n) 
r 

r cos(r,n) 
2a 2 L':.tN 

(5.92) 



+ 

Gk(p) ::::: 0 

Gk-1(p) = 0 

k-l 
F [

4a Z (t -t ) cos(r,n) N k-l e - e 
r 

76. 

1 

(5.93) 



o 

GN- l (p) = 1 

GN(p) :::: -1 

GN = GN- l = FN :::: FN- l = FN(p) :::: 0 

Gk-l(p) (tN-~-ll [tk-~ } + 1 
= inltN-tk tk-tk _ l 

77. 

(5.94) 

The second integral on the left hand side of Eqn 5.92 

is calculated according to Eqns 5.40 .43. 

By applying Eqn 5.92 to each node successively and 

using a quadrature formula such as the trapezium rule, a 

set of simultaneous equations is obtained which can be 

solved (subject to the given boundary conditions) for h 

and ~~ at each node. 

5.4 INCLUSION OF WELLS IN A HOMOGENEOUS REGION 

For a homogeneous region that contains a well at the 

.6 can be rewritten as; 

a 2 V2 h = ah + g o(x-xO)o(Y-YO)' x,y S 

constant, x,y in R) (5.95) 

h = 0 at t o (5.96) 

h = f for x,y on f' £f (5.97) 

ah 
an = g x,Y on fit £f (5.98) 
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Eqns S.9S-S.98 can be solved by using a method similar 

to that used in Sec. S.2. If (x,y,t) is replaced with 

(s,n,T) in h(x,y,t) and u(x-S,y-n,t-T) is a fundamental 

solution with properties that will be defined later, then 

a 2 u Il 2 h- ah ~ o(s-xO)o(n-yO)u 0 (S.99) u- - == sin at 

But Ull 2 h = 9- (ullh) - fi· (hllu) + hll 2 u (S.lOO) 

and ah a(uh) h au (S.lOl) u-aT aT 

Substituting Eqns S.lOO and S.lOl into Eqn S.99 gives; 

a' [v. (uVh) - '1· (hVu) + hV'j - a ~~h) + h~~ 

- 2 o(s-x )o(n-y ) u == 0 
S 0 0 

If Eqn S.102 is integrated over the region R and from 

T = 0 to T t and the divergence theorem is used; 

r J 
o r'+r" 

2 { ah a uan 
hau} ds dT + 

an fJ 
o R 

(S.102) 

J (uh) 

R 

ds dn - r J 
o R 

2 0 ( 
S O)o(n-yO)u ds dn dT = 0 

(S.103) 

Now define u(x,y/t) so that it satisfies the following set 

of equations; 

au at for x,y in R (S.104) 

u(x,y,O) = o(x}o(y} (S.105) 

The solution for u(x-s,y-n,t-T) is given by 



4a 2 (t-T) 

(See Eqns 5.18-5.20). 

Thus, 

r f o r 1 +r" 

and so, 

h(x,y,t) =Jf 
o r'+r" 

It 2s u(x-xo,y-yo,t-T) dT 

o 

If Q = 0 fort < 0 and constant for t > 0 then, 
-r2 

ftQU(X-Xa,Y-Ya,t-Tl 

o 

dT = 

Thus the final result is: 

4~T r 
o 

e 
1 

for x,y in R 

79. 

(5.106) 

(5.107) 

(5.108) 

dT 

(5.109) 

(5.110) 



and, 

eh(x,y,t) = 
21T 

80. 

Jt J 
o f'+f" 

for x,y on f'+f" (5.111) 

in which e is defined in Fig. 5.2. The integrals on the 

right sides of Eqns 5.110 and 5.111 are calculated numerically 

by using ther of the methods given in Sec. 5.3. 

5.5 CALCULATION OF h AT INTERNAL POINTS 

The solution for h at any point (x,y) contained in 

the region R at time t = tN is given by Eqn 5.110. Once h 
ah and an have been determined at all boundary nodes by the 

methods given in Sec. 5.3, h at any internal point can be 

calculated directly by numerically integrating the right 

hand side of Eqn 5.110. The integration is greatly 

simplified because there are no singularities in the 

integrand. For the purposes of this study hand ~~ will 

be assumed to vary linearly between successive time steps. 

Thus, 

1 N 
L: 

k=2 

(t
N 

t k - l ) 

(tk-tk _ l 

2 
-r 

(tN-tk _ l ) 

(tk -tk - l ) 

4a 2 (t -t) N k e 



(tN-tk - l ) cos(r,n) 
(tk-tk _ l ) r 

+ hk-1 [-2 

e 
4a 2 (t -t)] N k 

in which the contour integral is evaluated by a quadrature 

formula such as the trapezium rule. 

5.6 COMPOSITE REGIONS 

81. 

The region of analysis, R, may consist of a number of 

zones such that T and S are constant within each zone but 

vary from one zone to the next. A typical type 

is. shown in Fig. 5.7. 

T2 .52 

Fig. 5.7 Typical Composite Region 

problem 



point are antipara11e1. 

The flow of groundwater within anyone zone can be 

analysed by the methods given in the preceding sections, 

while the compatibility conditions of Eqns 5.113 and 5.114 

are required r the overall solution. 

83. 
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The boundary of each zone is approximated by a finite 

number of nodes, which should be closely spaced where hand 
ah . ah 
an change rapidly and more sparsely spaced where hand an 

vary slowly. The nodes will be numbered consecutively as 

the boundary is traversed in an anticlockwise direction. 

Thus, the region shown in Fig. 5.7 can be approximated as 

depicted in Fig. 5.8. 

Fig. 5.8 Typical Nodal Arrangement for Composite Region 

The boundary conditions on the external contour rare 

the same as those given in Eqns 5.9 and 5.10, which state 
ah that either h or an at any point are prescribed functions of 

time. At a point on the boundary between zones i and j, 

h must have the same value and continuity of flow must be 

preserved. Thus; 

and 

h. 
]. 

h. 
J 

(5.113) 

(5.114) 

The negative sign appears on the right hand side of Eqn 5.114 

because the outward pointing normals to zones i and j at any 
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Chapter 6 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES OF CHAPTER 5 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The techniques developed in Chapter 5 will be used to 

solve a variety of mixed boundary-value problems using the 

Fortran computer programs listed in Appendix B. The results 

will be compared with known analytical solutions and in 

selected cases comparisons with the finite-difference 

method will also be made. 

Results can be expressed 'most simply by introducing 

the following dimensionless variables; 

h hi = 
L 

Xl X = L 

y' = Y (6.1) L 

t l tTl 
= 

L 2 S1 

Q 
Q' :::::: TIL 

in which L is a characteristic length in the problem. The 

subscripts denote the values of T and S in zone 1 of a 

composite region, but can be ignored if the region is 

homogeneous. 

Although solutions will be obtained for a number of 

boundary contour shapes, two of the most commonly used will 

be the square and the quarter circle because analytical 

solutions for flows in these regions are readily calculated. 

The nodal arrangements selected for these two shapes are 

shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Because the 

boundary conditions on either side of a sharp corner may be 

different and because there is a discontinuity in geometry 
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o 

0.075 8 @ 0·1 0.075 

Fig. 6.1 Nodal Arrangement for Square Region 

o 

~ 1.......---.. ------t.ll-
0.075 8@ 0·' 0.075 

Fig. 6.2 Nodal Arrangement for Quarter Circle 
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there, nodes are placed adjacent to, rather than exactly at 

the corners, as shown in Figs 6.1 and 6.2. Experience has 

shown that the distance between a sharp corner and the 

adjacent nodes should be approximately one quarter of the 

usual nodal spacing. The contribution that these IIcorner 

nodes ll make to the nume cal integrals is calculated by 
ah assuming that values of hand an on the boundary contour 

between such a node and the sharp corner are constant and 

equal to the values at the node. 

6.2 FLOWS IN HOMOGENEOUS REGIONS THAT CONTAIN NO WELLS 

Suppose that three sides of the square region shown in 

Fig. 6.3 are impermeable and that hl=O everywhere within the 

region at tl=O, Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) give the exact 

solution as; 

and 

h'(x',t') = 1 - 2 E 
n=O 

-a 2 t' (_l)n e n 

ah ' 
n 

(X'=l.O,tl) == 2 E 
n=O 

an 

2 
-a t' e n 

cos a Xl n (6.2) 

(6.3) 

in which an (2n+l)~. Numerically calculated values of h', 
"2 

both on the boundary contour and at selected points within 

the flow region itself, are compared with Eqn 6.2 in Figs 

6.3 and 6.4, respectively. The 15 values of t' used in the 

these numerical calculations have been labelled TSI and are 

listed in Table 6.1. The comparison between the numerical 

and analytical values of ~h' at x'=l.O is shown in Fig. 6.5. 
an ah' 

(Due to its magnitude, the value of calculated at 
n 

Xl .0 at the end of the first time step using Method 2 has 

been omitted from Fig. 6.5. The omitted value is 
ah l 

(t'=O.OOl) == 42.5467.) 

B ah' til O' . f' . I 0 ( 6 3) h ecause a x = . 1S 1n 1n1te at t Eqn., t ere n 
are inherent problems in using Method 2 of Chapter 5, in 

ah ' which hi and an are assumed to vary linearly with time over 
ah ' each time step. When calculating values of hi and an at 

the end of the first time step, values of hi and 
ah l 

an at tl=O are required, as described by Eqn 5.92. 
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time step t' 

number TSI TS2 TS3 TS4 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 0.001 0.05 0.1 0.0005 

3 0.005 0.1 0.2 0.001 

4 0.01 0.2 0.3 0.005 

5 0.02 0.3 0.5 0.01 

6 0.05 0.4 0.7 0.02 

7 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.03 

8 0.2 0.6 0.9 0.05 

9 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.075 

10 0.4 0.8 1.1 0.1 

11 0.5 1.0 1.2 0.15 

12 0.6 1.5 1.3 0.2 

13 0.7 2.0 1.5 0.3 

14 0.8 3.0 1.7 0.4 

15 1.0 4.0 1.8 0.5 

16 5.0 1.9 0.6 

17 2.0 

Table 6.1 Incremental time schemes used ln the numerical 

calculations. 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 

/ Analytic Solution 

x Solution using Method 1. h' = 1, t'>O 
Chapter 5. 

1·0 
o Solution using Method 2. 

Chapter 5. 

0·2 0.4 0·6 0·8 1·0 

Distribution of hi on y'=O following instantaneous 

unit rise in hi at xl=l.O. 
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Fig. 6.4 

/ Analytic Solution 

x Solution using Method 1, 
Chapter 5. 

o Solution using Method 2. 
Chapter 5. 

89. 

variation of hI with time at two internal points 

for the problem shown in Fig. 6.3. 
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ah'at (1.0.0.5) 
an 

/ Analytic Solution 

x Solution using Method 1. 
Chapter 5. 

o Solution using Method 2. 
Chapter 5. 

90. 

t' 

Fig. 6.5 
ah' Variation of -- with time at (1.0, 0.5) for the an 

problem shown in Fig. 6.3. 



The text following '*' should read as follows; 

and, thus, 

increasing the number of steps, the computational cost 

rises rapidly. It should be noted that the computational time 

required by Method 1 is approximately eighty percent of that 

red by Method 2 . when same time steps are usee for 

both sets of calculations. 
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ah ' Consequently, the large instability in 3n at Xl .0 (Fig. 

6.5), and the minor instability in hi, that occur near 

x'=l.O (Fig. 6.3), are to be expected initially. However an 

excellent feature of this method is that despite the initial 

instability, the numerical solution closely approximates the 

analytical solution after only a few time steps. Also, 

numerically calculated values of hi within the flow region 

are in good agreement with Eqn 6.2, even at the end of the 

first time step. 

The problem associated with the infinite value of ah' 

at tl=O does not arise with Method 1 of Chapter 5 because 
ah l 

values of hi and an at tl=O are not required for the solu-

tion at the end of the first time step, as stated in Eqn 
ah ' 5.57. However, because Method 1 assumes that h' and an are 

constant throughout each time step, time steps must be 

closely spaced to ensure accurate results. Immediately 

following the instantaneous rise in hI time steps are closely 

spaced, but as time proceeds and the step length increases, 

there is a loss in accuracy. Although the results can be 

improved by decreasing the time step length~ the computa

tional cost becomes prohibitive. It should be noted that 

the computational time required by Method 1 is approximately 

eighty percent of that required by Method 2. 

The instability that occurs with Method 2 following 

instantaneous changes in hi is not really considered a 

problem for groundwater flows because changes in hi are 

never instantaneous in real situations. If the instantaneous 

rise at xl=l.O is replaced with; 

hi (x'=l.O,t') = 1 - -st' e t'>O (6.4) 

in which E is a positive constant, very rapid changes can be 

modelled by choosing a sufficiently large value of E. More 

gradual changes in h' are modelled by substituting a smaller 

value of E in the right side of Eqn 6.4. The exact solution 

to this problem, calculated from Eqn 6.2 using the Duhamel 

superposition integral, (Hildebrand 1976) is; 



h'(x',t') = 
-st' IX) 

-2s E 
n=O 

n (-1) cos a x' 
n -st' e 

and, 3h' 
n 

(x'=l.O,t') = 2s E 
n=O 

-st' -a 2 t' e e n 

a 2 -s n 

92. 

(6 . S) 

(6.6) 

in which an = (2n+l)~. The right side of Eqn 6.6 is equal 

to zero at t' =0. for ~ll values of s except for s=a~. Conse-
3h' quently there is no discontinuity in and the problems 

n 
experienced with Method 2 at t'=O are eliminated. An instan-

taneous rise in h' at x'=l.O is closely approximated by 

substituting a value of s 00 in the right side of Eqn 6.4. 

The numerical and analytical values of h' on the boundary 

contour are compared for this case in g. 6.6, while the 

solutions at points within the flow region are shown in 
3h' 

Fig. 6.7. The solutions for 3n at x'=l.O are compared in 

Fig. 6.8. There is now excellent agreement between the 

analytical solutions and those obtained using Method 2, and 

there is no evidence of any numerical instability. There is 

virtually no di rence between the solutions obtained using 

Method 1 for an instantaneous rise in h' and for h' (x'=l.O) 

= -soot' This is to be expected because the two analy-

tical solutions are almost identical except for different 
3h' 

values of on at x'=l.O at t'=O, which do not appear in the 

numerical calculations. The accuracy is limited by the 

length of the time step as outlined previously. 

More gradual changes in hi at x'=l.O can be modelled 

by substituting a value of S=l in the right side of Eqn 6.4. 

Because hi varies more slowly than in the previous examples, 

larger time steps were chosen and are labelled TS2 in Table 

6.1. Solutions for h' around the boundary contour and at 

selected points within the flow region are shown in Figs 

6.9 and 6.10, respectively, and solutions for ~~' at x'=l.O 

in Fig. 6.11. The solutions obtained using Method 2 are in 
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Key PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Analytic Solution 

Solution using Method 1. -h' = 1_e-500t: t'>0 
Chapter 5. 
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Solution using Method 2. 

Chapter 5. '·0 
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Distribution of hi on y'=O when 
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Chapter 5. 
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0·6 0·8 '-0 t' 

Variation of hi with time at two internal points 

for the problem shown in Fig. 6.6. 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 

/ Analytic Solution 

x Solution using Method 1, 
Chapter 5. 

o Solution using Method 2. 
Chapter 5. 
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Distribution of hi on y'=O when 
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/ Analytic Solution 

x Solution using Method 1. 
Chapter 5. 

hI 0 Solution using Method 2. 
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Fig. 6.10 

Chapter 5. 
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Variation of hi with time at two internal points 

for the problem shown in Fig. 6.9. 
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1.:0 5·0 t' 

Variation of ah ' with time at (1.0, 0.5) for the 

problem shown in Fig. 6.9. 



excellent agreement with the analytical solutions, while 

those obtained using Method 1 are somewhat less accurate 

due to the large time steps used. 

The three cases examined so far all have steady-state 

solutions which are approached as t l becomes infinite. 

However, if the boundary condition at x'=l.O is a periodic 

function of time, flow within the square region is oscilla

tory. For example, when the boundary condition at Xl .0 

is; 

hi (x'~l.O,tl) = sin nt l , t'>O 
2" 

(6.7) 

99. 

the exact solution calculated from Eqn 6.2 using the Duhamel 

superposition integral (Hildebrand, 1976) is; 

hi (x',t l
) = sin nt' 

- n E 
n=O 

and 

ahl 
n 

co 

(x'=l.O,t l
) = n E 

n=O 

-a 2 t l 

-e n )+n 
"2 

-a 2 t l 

a 2 (cos nt' - en) + n sin nt' 
n 2" 2' 

in which an = {2n+l)n. The time steps chosen for this 
2 

(6 .8) 

(6 .9) 

problem, labelled TS3, are given in Table 6.1. Because of 

the relatively large time steps selected, numerical calcu

lations have been attempted only with Method 2, the more 

accurate of the schemes developed in Chapter 5. Also, since 
ah ' no discontinuity in hi or an occurs at t' 0 (see Eqns 6.8 

and 6.9), Method 2 will be stable. Values of hi on the 

boundary contour and at selected points within the flow 

region are compared with Eqn 6.8 in Figs 6.12 and 6.13, 

respectively, while the solution for ~~' at Xl 1.0 is 

compared with Eqn 6.9 in Fig. 6.14. Once again all the 
n-l'= i ".I{Y 

r'F " NTERBURY 
CHRISTCHLJ,,,"CH, N.Z. 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 

/ Analytic Solution 

o Solution using Method 2. 

Chapter 5. 
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/ Analytic Solution 

o Solution using Method 2. 
Chapter 5. 
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Variation of hi with time at two internal points 

for the problem shown in Fig. 6.12. 
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/ Analytic Solution 

0, Solution using Method 2. 
Chapter 5. 

at (1·0.0·5) 

Variation of ah' with time at (l.O,O.S) for the 
n 

problem shown in Fig. 6.12. 
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results are ln excellent agreement. 

solutions for two of the flows through the square 

region have been calculated using a finite-difference 

technique developed by Hunt (1983, at press) and the results 

compared with those obtained using Method 2. The finite

difference scheme uses a second-order approximation to the 

boundary conditions, a first-order backward-difference 

approximation to the time derivative, and solves the result

ing set of simultaneous equations by Gauss-Seidel iteration. 

A finite-difference grid with a dimensionless nodal spacing 

of 0.1 was selected. Thus, the square region consisted of 

121 nodes, and the time steps chosen for the finite

difference calculations were the same as those used for 

Method 2. The cases studied are the near instantaneous rise 

in hi, when a value of s=500 is substituted in the right 

side of Eqn 6.4, and the more gradual rise that occurs when 

s=l.O. Results from these two cases are compared with the 

results from Method 2 in Figs 6.15 and 6.16, respectively. 

Although the finite-difference solutions are obtained in 

only about one ninth of the computational time required by 

Method 2, the superior accuracy of Method 2 is apparent. 

The accuracy of the finite-difference solutions can be 

improved by using a finer grid spacing and more time steps, 

but, in doing so, the computational cost is increased and 

the amount of data preparation becomes excessive. 

The solutions obtained thus far for flows through the 

square region are all functions of only one Cartesian 

coordinate. Flows through the quarter circle will be 

examined in order to verify the accuracy of the numerical 

techniques when applied to problems whose solutions are 

functions of two Cartesian coordinates. If the two radial 

boundaries of the quarter circle shown in Fig. 6.17 are 

impermeable, and if there is an instantaneous unit rise in 

hi on the circumferential boundary at tl=O, Carslawand 

Jaeger (1959) show that; 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 
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h'(r',t') 

ah' 
and, an 

(r'=l.O,t') = 
co 

2 E 
n==l 

2 
-8 t' e n 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

106. 

in which r' = /X'2 + y,2 , Jp(x) is the Bessel function of 

the first kind of order p, and 8n are the positive roots of 

JOCS)=O. Solutions to the instantaneous rise problem, using 

time steps TS4 'in Table 6.1, are given in gs 6.17-6.19. 

The solutions obtained on the boundary contour using Method 

2 (Figs 6.17 and 6.19) are unstable because the value of 

ah' 
an at r'==1.0 ,is infinite at t'=O. (Because of the large 

ah' scatter in values of an at r'=l.O calculated at the end of 

the first three time steps using Method 2, they have been 

omitted from Fig. 6.19. The omitted values are 

~~I (t'=0.0005) = 62.40 , ah' (t'=O.OOl) -10.3894 and 

ah' (t l =0.005) == 19.2942.) Despite this instability, values 

of hi within the flow region (Fig. 6.18) are in good agree

ment. The accuracy achieved with Method 1 is again limited 

by the length of time step used, this being particularly 

evident at points within the flow region (Fig. 6.18). 

If the circumferential boundary condition is; 

hi (r'=l.O,t') t'>O (6.12 ) 

in which £ is a positive constant, then the exact solution 

obtained from Eqn 6.10 using the Duhamel superposition 

integral is given by; 

hl(r',t') -£t' == l-e - 2£ E 
co 

n=l 

(6.13 ) 
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-£t' -S2t' ah l 

and, (r'=l.O,t ' ) == 2£ t 
n=l 

e - e n 
(6.14 ) 

sA - £ 

ah ' The value of an at r' .0 ~s equal to zero at t'=O, 
. d d Q 2...t th . d . .. t . ah I t prov1 e ~nr£, so ere 1S no 1scont1nu1 y 1n an a 

An instantaneous rise in hi is closely approximated by 

substituting a value of £=500 in the ght side of Eqn 

t'=O. 

6.12. 

The solutions to this problem are compared in Figs 6.20-6.22. 

There is now excellent agreement between the analytical 

solutions and those obtained using Method 2, while the 

accuracy attained using Method 1 is limited by the time step 

lengths. 

Less rapid changes in hi are achieved if a value of 

£=1.0 is substituted in the right side of Eqn 6.12. The 

solutions to this problem; obtained using time steps TS2 

(Table 6.1), are compared in Figs 6.23-6.25. As has been 
ah ' the case in all problems where an at r'=l.O is equal to zero 

at t'=O, the superior accuracy of Method 2 over Method 1 is 

strongly evident. 

Applying the Duhamel superposition integral to Eqn 

6.10 when the circumferential boundary condition is given 

by; 

hI (r'=1.0,t') 

yields, 

TIt' 
hi (r' It' )=sin--

2 

- TI t 
n=l 

. TIt I '0 
:::: Sl..n , t > (6.15) 

[ 
-S2t' 1 a~ (cos TIt I - en) + TI sin TIt I 

2 2 2 

(6.16) 
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ah' 
and, an 

(r'=l.O,t') = 1f E 
n=l 

aLt' 82 (cos 1ft' - e - n ) + 1f sin 1ft' 
n '2 

8'" + n 

th ' d' t" 'h' ah' Because ere 1S no 1scon 1nu1ty 1n or an 

because the time steps chosen (TS3, Table 6.1) 

calculations have been attempted with Method 2 

(6.17) 

at t'=O, and 

are large, 

only. Values 

of hi on the radial boundary and at selected points within 

the flow region are compared with Eqn 6.16 in Figs 6.26 and 
ah' 6.27, respectively, while the solution for ~ at r' .0 is 
on . 

compared with Eqn 6.17 in Fig. 6.28. The slight discrepancy 
, ah' 
1n an at the end of the first time step is solely due to 

the length of the rst time step. If the step length near 

t'=O is decreased then there is a signficant increase in the 
ah' accuracy of an as shown in Fig. 6.28. There is also a 

slight improvement in an already accurate solution for hi on 

the boundary contour, as shown in . 6.26. 

6.3 FLOWS IN HOMOGENEOUS REGIONS THAT INCLUDE WELLS 

Three sides of the square region described previously 

are again assumed to be impermeable. Suppose that the 

fourth side of the square (x' 1.0) is maintained at zero 

head throughout the pumping of a constant dimensionless 

flow rate, Q', from a well located at (x~,y~)& pumping 

starts at t'=O the analytic solution, calculated using a 

double Fourier series, is given by; 

00 00 

h' (x' ,y' ,t')= E E 
n=O m=O 

y Q'cos n1fYo cos(2m+l)1Tx 
n 

(6.18 ) 
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and, 

8h' (x'=l.O,y' ,t') = 
an 

00 00 m+l 
E E (-1) (2m+l)n ynQ'cos nny; cos(2m+l)nx~ 

n=O m=O ~ 

121. 

cos nny (6.19 ) 

in which y =2 if n=O or 4 if n~l. Suppose that an analy
n 

tical solution can be found for flow in the square when 

there are no wells and when hi (x'=l.O,y' ,t') F (y' ,t' ), in 

which F is a cified function. The superposition of this 

solution and the right side of Eqn 6.18 yields the solution 

r this given boundary condition when there is a well at 

(X~,y~)e For example, if the boundary condition at x'=l.O 

given by h' -st', in which s is a positive constant, 

and if there a well at (x~,yo) the exact solution for h' 

is obtained by summing the right sides of Eqns 6.5 and 6.18. 
ah' The values of at x'=l.O are calculated by adding the 

n 
right sides of Eqns 6.6 and 6.19. Thus; 

h'(x',y',t') 
00 

-st' l-e -2s E 
n=O 

00 00 

n (-1) cos a x' 
n 

e - e n 

[ 

-st' -a
2 t'] 

+ '" '" Q' '(2m+l)'TT'x' cos nny"' cos (2m+l)nx' ~ ~ Yn cos: nnyo cos ~2° --2 
n=O m=O 

TI' [[2m;1]' + n'l 

e- TI '[[2m;1]' + n'lt'-l] (6.20) 



and, 

00 

E 
n=O 

00 

E 

ah'(x'=l.O,y',t ' ) = 
an 

00 

2£ E 
n=O 

-ct 2 t' e e n 
--------------- + 

e::t l 

( -1) m+ 1 (2 m+ 1) TIy Q I cos nTIY~ cos (2m+l) TIX~ 

m=O 
'2 n 2 

rr' [ 
[2m;1] , 

+ n'] 

[e 
TI 2 [ [2m; 1] 2 + n 2 ) t I 

- 1] 

in which ct =(2n+l)TI and y =2 if n=O, or 4 if n~l. 
n '2 n 

122. 

cos nTIY' 

(6.21) 

Consider the case when e::=l.O and there is a well of 

strength ~~ = 0.1 located at (0.5,0.5), as shown in Fig. 

6.29. The solutions for hi on the boundary contour, calcu

lated using Methods 1 and 2 and time steps TS2, are 

compared with Eqn 6.20 in Fig. 6.29. Values of hi within 

the flow region are compared with Eqn 6.20 in Fig. 6.30, 
ah' while the numerical and analytical solutions for at 

n 
(1.0,0.2) are shown in Fig. 6.31. Although the results 

obtained using Method 1 are in good agreement with the ana

lytical solution as the steady state solution is approached 
. ah' 

(and changes in hi and an are small), those obtained with 

Method 2 are accurate at all times. The finite-difference 

solution, calculated using time steps TS2 and a dimensionless 

nodal spacing of 0.1 is compared with the solution obtained 

using Method 2 in Fig. 6.32. The accuracy achieved with 

finite-differences, while comparable to that of Method 1, is 

significantly poorer than that achieved with Method 2. For 

this problem the finite-difference solution requires only 

about one ninth of the computational time needed for Method 

2. However, the finite-difference solution also requires a 

significantly greater amount of data preparation. 
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As a second example suppose that £=500 and the well at 

(0.5,0.5) pumps a flow rate of ~~ 0.1, as shown in Fig. 

6.33. Because the rise in h' is essentially instantaneous 

when 00, time steps TSI have been used in the numerical 

calculations. Values of h' on the boundary contour and at 

several points within the flow region are compared in Figs 
dh' 

6.33 and 6.34, respectively, while the solutions for dn at 

(1.0,0.2) ,are shown in Fig. 6.35. 

The two examples studied in this section both have 

solutions which are symmetrical about y'=0.5. However, if 

the head at x'=l.O is given by h'=l-e- t ' and there is a well 
Q' of strength -- = 0.1 at (0.25, 0.25) the solution given by 
4n 

Eqn 6.20 is asymmetric. The numerical solutions to this 

problem were calculated using time steps TS2. Values of hi 

along two sides of the square, namely yl=O and XI=O, are 

compared to Eqn 6.20 in Figs 6.36 and 6.37, respectively. 

The solutions for h' at three points within the flow region 
dh' 

are given in Fig. 6.38 and the solutions for an at (1.0, 

0.2) and (1.0,0.8) are given in Fig. 6.39. The agreement 

between the Method 2 and exact solutions is once again 

satisfactory, while the solution obtained with Method 1 is 

again limited by the length of the time steps. In the two 

previous examples finite-difference solutions were calcu

lated using a nodal spacing of 0.1. Because the well in 

this problem would not coincide with a node at this spacing, 

a spacing of 0.05 was selected. This resulted in a total of 

441 nodes. Fig. 6.40 shows the comparison between the 

finite-difference solution on y'=l.O and the solution 

obtained using Method 2. Although the finite-difference 

solution is nearly as accurate as Method 2, it should be 

realised that the computational times are approximately 

equal and that the finite-difference solution requires about 

ten times the data preparation of Method 2. 

Consider the flow of groundwater in the semi-infinite 

homogeneous region x'>O and y'>O. If there are wells of 

strength Q' at (x&,y~) and (yo,xo) and if the initial and 

boundary conditions are given by; 
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hi (Xl ,y' ,t'=O) == 0 

hi (X'=O,yl ,t') = erfc [~~ 1 

= erfc [2~ 1 

(6.22) 

h' (Xl ,y'=O,tl) 

then it can be shown that 

hi (x' ,yi,t') = erfc [ Xi 1 erfc .[ y I 1 
2;1't1 2 ;I'tI 

+ 

(6.23) 

in which erfc(x) is the complementary error function. 

Because of the symmetrical nature of Eqn 6.23 there is no 

flow across the line y'=x'. 
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Consider f19w through the region shown in Fig. 6.41, 

which encloses the well at (x~/Y~). If the line yl=X' is an 

impermeable boundary and if hi on the rest of the boundary 

contour is given by Eqn 6.23, then the solution for hi within 

this region is also given by Eqn 6.23. Numerical solutions 

were attempted for the case when a well of strength ~: = 0.1 

was located at (0.7,0.4). Time steps TS2 were selected for 

this problem. The solution obtained using Method 2 required 

51 boundary nodes, spaced on average 0.047 apart, while the 

finit~-difference solution used a nodal spacing of 0.04 which 

resulted in a total of 243 nodes. Values of hi along the 

impermeable boundary yl=X' are compared with Eqn 6.23 in 

Fig. 6.41. The solution calculated using Method 2 is in good 

agreement at all times, but the finite-difference solution is 

quite inaccurate. The finite-difference solution takes only 

one fifth of the computational time and uses one tenth the 

computer storage of Method 2, but it also requires five 

times the data perparation. Fig. 6.42 shows the comparison 

between the analytical values of hi at three points within 

the flow region and those obtained using Method 2. The 

1 . ah If' . h b d so utlons for an at lve pOlnts on t e oun ary contour are 

compared in Fig. 6.43. In all cases the agreement is very 

good. 

6.4 IN COMPOSITE REGIONS 

Consider the semi-infinite region -l<x'<l, of which 

-l<xl<O is one homogeneous zone, and O<x'<l another. Let 

Tl and S1 denote the transmissivity and storage coefficient, 

respectively, of the zone -l<x'<O, and T2 and S2 the corres

ponding quantities of the zone O<x'<l. Suppose the dimen

sionless head at x'=-l.O is raised instantaneously to unity 

at t'=O while the head at x'=l.O is maintained at zero. If 

T1=4T2 and S1=S21 Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) show that; 

for -l<x'<O, 

hi (x I ,t') = 1- 0 . 2 5x I 1 
0Cl 

E 
n=l 

1) n sin nTIx' 
n 
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and for O<x'<l 

00 

E 
n=l 

sin22S sinS (l+x') 
n n 

141. 

(6.24) 

hi (Xl ,tl) = 1-x' -
1. 25 

00 

1 E 
n -n2lT2t' 

(-1) sin 2nlTx I e 

2 
00 

E 
n=l 

1.25lT n=l n 

sinS sin2S sin2S ( n n n 
I ) 

-S2tl e n 
(6.25) 

in which S are the roots of cotS+1cot2S=0 and t l is defined 
n ~ah' 

in Eqn 6.1. Because the value of an at x'=-1.0 is 

~infinite at t':O, the solution calculated at x ' =-1.0 using 

Method 2 will be unstable. So that Method 2 can be used, 

consider flow in the two zoned square region shown in Fig. 

6.44 when hi (x l =-1.0) == 100 and hi (Xl 1.0) == 0, for t>O. 

Because the solution to this problem is a function of only 

one spatial dimensio~ Xl, two sides of the square region, 

yl==O and yl=1.0 can be considered impermeable. The boundary 

condition at Xl .5 is given by Eqn 6.24 and at x'=0.5 by 

Eqn 6.25. The solutions to this problem calculated using 

Methods 1 and 2 were obtained using time steps TS2 and 

spacing boundary nodes for each zone 0.1 apart and 0.025 from 

sharp corners. This resulted in a total of 34 nodes for 

each zone, 11 of which were common to both. Numerically 

calculated values of hi on the impermeable boundary and at 

two points within each zone are compared with Eqns 6.24 or 

6.25 in Figs 6.44 and 6.45, respectively. The solutions for 
ah ' an at x'=±0.5, and 

shown in Fig. 6.46. 

on the interzonal boundary at 

The solutions for hi and ah ' 
n 

boundary contour obtained using Method 1 converge 

XI=O, are 

on the 

towards the 

exact solution as time proceeds, but are a little 

inaccurate at earlier times. However there is satisfactory 

agreement in the solution for hi at internal points. There 

are no accuracy problems with Method 2, and all results are 

in good agreement. 
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5·0 t' 

variation of hi with time at two points within 

each zone for the problem shown in Fig. 6.44. 
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. 6.47 Distribution of hi on y'=O when 

h I (x I =-1. 0) = 1. 0, h' (x I .0) = 0 and the 

boundary contour is irregular. 
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/ Analytic Solution 

x Solution using Method 1. 
Chapter 5. 

o Solution using Method 2. 
Chapter 5. 
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Consider flow through the unsymmetrical two zoned 

region shown in Fig. 6.47 when hi (x'=-l.O) = 1.0 and 
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h' (x'=l.O) = 0, for t>O. The horizontal portion of the 

external boundary (y'=O) is impermeable, while the boundary 

condition on the remainder of the boundary is given by 

Eqn 6.24 or 6.25, depending on whether Xl is positive or 

negative. Numerical solutions to this problem were obtained 

by approximating zone 1 with 26 boundary nodes, z'one 2 with 

30 boundary nodes, and using time steps TS2. Values of hi 

along the impermeable boundary and at points within the 

solution domain are compared with Eqns 6.24 or 6.25 in Figs 

6.47 and 6.48, respectively. The comparison between the 

numerical and analytical solutions for ~~' around each zone 

are shown in Figs 6.49 and 6.50. Method 2 provides good 

results but the accuracy achieved with Method 1 is limited 

by the length of time step selected. The slight discrepancy 

between the numerical and analytical solutions for 8h' at 

(0.30,0.85) shown in Fig. 6.50, is due to the boundary 

contour curvature in the vicinity not being closely approxi

mated by a second-order polynomial, as assumed in the 

numerical calculations. 

Because there are very few analytical solutions for 

flows in composite regions, a homogeneous region can be 

divided into two or more separate zones and analysed as a 

composite region. For example, when hi on the fourth side 

of the homogeneous square region shown in Fig. 6.9 is given 

by hi (x'=l.O,t') l-e-t , t>O and the other three sides are 

impermeable, hI within the square region is given by Eqn 

6.5. An alternative numerical solution to that calculated 

in Section 6.2 could be obtained by splitting the square 

into two zones, as shown in Fig. 6.51. Such a solution, 

using both Methods 1 and 2, has been calculated by spacing 

boundary nodes 0.1 apart and 0.025 from sharp corners, and 

by using time steps TS2. Numerical and analytical values of 

hi on the impermeable boundary are compared in Fig. 6.51, and 

values of hi within each zone are compared in Fig. 6.52. The 
ah' . 

solutions for at xl=l.O, and at the interzonal boundary 
n 

(x'=0.5), are compared in Fig. 6.53. As was the case 

previously, the solution obtained using Method 2 is in good 
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x Solution using Method 1. 
Chapter 5 . 
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Chapter 5. 
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Variation of hi with time at one point within 

each zone for the problem shown in Fig. 6.51. 
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agreement with the analytical solution; while the accuracy 

achieved with Method 1 somewhat less. 

As a second example, suppose that an abstraction well 

of strength ~~ = 0.1 is introduced into the square region at 

(0.25, 0.25) at tl=O. If the boundary conditions are 

unchanged from the previous example then the exact solution 

for hi is given by Eqn 6.20. Numerical solutions have been 

attempted by splitting the square region into the two zones 

shown in Fig. 6.54. A nodal spacing of 0.1 with nodes 

placed 0.025 from sharp corners gives a total of 34 nodes in 

each zone, 11 of which are common to both. Time steps TS2 

were used in the calculations. The solutions for hi on the 

impermeable and interzonal boundaries are compared with Eqn 

6.20 in Figs 6.54-6.56, and 6.57, respectively, while values 

of hi within each zone are shown in Fig. 6.58. Figs 6.59 

and 6.60 show the comparison between the numerical and 

analytical solutions for ~~I at x'::::0.5 and x'=l.O, respec

tively. The superior accuracy of Method 2 over Method 1 is 
3h' quite apparent, especially in the solution for 3n 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 SUMMARY 

The integral equation techniques nted here have 

been found to s factory for solving unsteady, two-

dimensional groundwater flow problems, and in all cases the 

accuracy achieved is superior to that obtained by finite

difference methods. The other principal advantage of the 

integral equation techniques is that only boundary data is 

required to generate a solution. Consequently, large savings 

in data preparation time can be achieved, though this 

advantage is negated to some extent because of the relatively 

large computational times required. However, it is felt that 

as computer efficiency is continuing to improve, and man

power is at a premium, the advantages far outweigh the 

disadvantages. 

7.2 UNSTEADY SEEPAGE THROUGH EMBANKMENTS 

The integral equation formulation of Hunt and Isaacs 

(1981) is well suited to solving problems of unsteady, 

two-dimensional, free-surface flows. The comparison between 

one of these numerical solutions and an experimental solution, 

shown in Fig. 4.4, veri the accuracy of the solutions. 

Comparisons between the numerical results and both the 

linear and non-linear Dupuit solutions (Fig. 4.5 4.8) show 

that the traditional approach of making the Dupuit approxima-

tion is not particularly s factory for analysing unsteady 

flows through embankments, even though the Dupuit solutions 

can be obtained in several orders of magnitude less computer 

time. 

7.3 THE UNSTEADY DUPUIT 

The use of time-dependent fundamental solutions has 

led to accurate integral equation formulations for solving 

the unsteady Dupuit equation in both homogeneous and zoned 

regions. Of the two formulations presented, that in which 



the piezometric head and its normal derivative are assumed 

to vary linearly with time over each time step has proved 

more accurate. Comparisons between Method 2 of Chapter 5 

and finite-difference solutions have demonstrated the 

superior accuracy of the integral equation formulation. 

162. 

It should be noted that, although the integral equation 

techniques of Chapter 5 can be applied to flows in composite 

regions, the advantage of reduced data preparation decreases 

as the number of zones increases. 
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AI. 

Appendix A 

Estimation of Boundary Layer Thickness for the 

Hele-Shaw Experiment 

Assume that fully-developed flow exists between two 

. parallel flat plates that extend to infinity in the direc

tions parallel and perpendicular to the base of the model. 

In this case the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to; 

(A .1) 

in which g = gravitational acceleration, v = kinematic 

viscosity of the fluid, h = piezometric head, u = velocity, 

x = coordinate parallel to the base of the model, 

y = coordinate normal to the base of the model and 

z = coordinate normal to the plates. Assume, in the spirit 

of boundary layer analysis, that h = hex) only. Because 

the flow is fully-developed, u and the partial derivatives 

of u are not functions of X, which means that 3h/3x is a 

constant in Eqn. A.l. Thus the well known Hele-Shaw solution 

outlined in texts like Polubarinova-Kochina (1962) and Harr 

(1962) gives: 

uoo(z) = Limit u(y,z) 
y+oo 

in which B = plate spacing. Hence set 

u ' (y,z) == uoo(z) - u(y,z) 

(A. 2) 

(A. 3) 

and use Eqns. A.2 and A.3 to eliminate u(y,z) from Eqn. A.l, 

to obtain; 

(A. 4) 



A2. 

The solution of Eqn. A.4 subject to the following boundary 

conditions; 

u' (y, z :±:. B/2) = 0 

u'(y = 00, z) 

2 
::::;: -gB ah u'(y=O, z) av- ax 

= 0 

(A. 5) 

(A. 6) 

(A.7) 

can be solved by the method of separation of variables to 

give; 

00 

u' (y,z)::::;: E 
n=l 

-(2n-l)TIY 
. B: 

e 

(-1) n+l ah cos [(2n-l) TIB~ 

(A. B) 

Evaluating both sides of Eqn. A.2 at z = 0 allows the constant 
ah value of ax to be elminated from Eqn. A.B to obtain; 

32 00 (_l)n+l 
:rfT E 3 

n=l (2n-l) ( ) 
- (2n-l)~ TIZ B cos (2n-l)T e 

(A. 9) 

If the boundary layer thickness is defined in the usual 

manner by; 

uoo(z=O) - u(y=o, z=O) 
= 0.01 (A.10) 

in which 0 is the boundary layer thickness, then the solutions 

of Eqns. A.9 and A.10 give; 

o 
B == 1.476 (A.ll) 



Appendix B 

Fortran Computer Programs Derived from 

1 and 2 of Chapter 5 

The following Fortran listing can be used to solve 

mixed boundary value problems of groundwater flow. The 

user has the option of using either Method I, in which h 
o h be con mn-t 

Bl. 

and on are assumed tOl\vary linearly over each time step,· 

or Method 2, in which hand ~~ are assumed to vary linearly 

with time over each time step. The listing for Method 2 

is given in full, while the listing for Method 1 is obtained 

by removing lines 34200 - 43800 inclusive, and replacing 

them with the program segment that appears in Fig. B.l. 

Problems may be formulated in either dimensional or 

dimensionless variables. If dimensionless variables are 

used the transmissivity and storage coefficient for zone 1 

should both be set equal to unity and transrnissivities and 

storage coefficients in other zones scaled accordingly. 



B2. 

C*********************************************************************** 00000100 
C* * 00000200 
C* INTRODUCTION. * 00000300 
C* ============= * 00000400 
C* * 00000500 
C* THIS PROGRAM USES A BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION TO SOLVE * 00000600 
C* UNSTEADY GROUNDWATER FLOW PROBLEMS. * 00000700 
C* VALUES OF H OR DH/DN MUST BE SPECIFIED, AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME AT * 00000800 
C,o EACH NODE ON THE BOUNDARY OF THE SOLUTION DOMAIN. * 00000900 
C* THE SOLUTION DOMAIN MAY CONTAIN ANY NUMBER OF REGIONS; EACH OF * 00001000 
C* WHICH MUST HAVE CONSTANT TRANSMISSIVITY AND STORAGE COEFFICIENT. * 00001100 
C* EACH REGION IS DEFINED BY A SERIES OF NODES AROUND ITS BOUNDARY. * 00001200 
C* EACH REGION MAY CONTAIN ANY NUMBER OF WELLS OF ANY STRENGTH. * 00001300 
C* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE SOLUTION FOR BOTH H AND DH/DN AROUND * 00001400 
C* THE BOUNDARY OF EACH REGION, AND H AT ANY NUMBER OF POINTS WITHIN * 00001500 
C* THE REGION. * 00001600 
c,o THE BOUNDARY NODES OF EACH REGION MUST BE NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY * 00001700 
C* WHEN GOING AROUND THE BOUNDARY IN AN ANTI-CLOCKWISE DIRECTION. * 00001800 
C* (NODES ON BOUNDARIES BETWEEN REGIONS WILL HAVE TWO NUMBERS; ONE * 00001900 
C* FOR EACH REGION.) * 00002000 
C* * 00002100 
C* * Q0002200 
C* * 00002300 
C* * 00002400 
C* EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED. * 00002500 
C* ============================ * 00002600 
C* * 00002700 
C* NZ = NUMBER OF REGIONS IN THE SOLUTION DOMAIN. * 00002800 
C* ,. 00002900 
C* TRANS(K),STOR(K),NNZ(K) = TRANSMISSIVITY,STORAGE COEFFICIENT AND * 00003000 
C* THE NUMBER OF NODES IN REGION K; FOR K=I,NZ. * 00003100 
C* * 00003200 
C* NCP(I,K) = NUMBER OF NODES COMMON TO REGIONS I AND K FOR I=I,NZ-l * 00003300 
C* AND K=I+l,NZ.* 00003400 
C* X(I,K),Y(I,K) = COORDINATES OF BOUNDARY NODE I IN REGION K, FOR * 00003500 
C* K=I,NZ AND I=I,NNZ(K). * 00003600 
C* NW(K) = NUMBER OF WELLS IN REGION K, FOR K=I,NZ. * 00003700 
C* * 00003800 
C* Q(I,K) = FLOW RATE IN WELL I IN REGION K, FOR K=I,NZ AND I=I,NW(K). * 00003900 
C* (NOTE THAT Q IS POSITIVE FOR AN ABSTRACTION WELL.) ,. 00004000 
C* * 00004100 
C* X(NNZ(K)+J,K),Y(NNZ(K)+J,K) = COORDINATES OF WELL J IN REGION K, * 00004200 
C* , FOR K=I,NZ AND J=I,NW(K). * 00004300 
C* NP(K) = NUMBER OF INTERNAL POINTS IN REGION K AT WHICH H IS * 00004400 
C* REQUIRED, FOR K=I,NZ. * 00004500 
C* X(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K) ,Y(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K) = COORDINATES OF INTERNAL * 00004600 
C* POINT I IN REGION K, FOR K=I,NZ AND I=I,NP(K).* 00004700 
C* * 00004800 
C* N = NUMBER OF TIME STEPS USED. * 00004900 
C* T(L) TIME AT THE LTH TIME STEP, FOR L=I,N. (NOTE THAT T(I)=O.) * 00005000 
C. * 00005100 
C* ID(I,K) NODE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR BOUNDARY NODE I IN REGION K* 00005200 
C* ,FOR K=I,NZ AND I=I,NNZ(K). • 00005300 
C* ID(I,K) 1 IF H IS KNOWN. * 00005400 
C* ID(I,K) 2 IF DH/DN IS KNOWN. * 00005500 
c,. ID(I,K) 3 IF BOTH H AND DH/DN ARE KNOWN. ,. 00005600 
C* ID(I,K) 4 IF NODE IS COMMON TO TWO REGIONS. * 00005700 
C* JD(I,K) 1 IF BOUNDARY DOES NOT TURN CONTINUOUSLY AT NODE I IN * 00005800 
C* REGION K. ,. 00005900 
C* XC(I,K) ,YC(I,K) = COORDINATES OF SHARP CORNER BETWEEN NODES I AND ,. 00006000 
C* HI. * 00006100 
C* NCOMM(I,J) 'THE FIRST NODE IN REGION I ON THE BOUNDARY WITH REGION" 00006200 
C* J, FOR I=I,NZ AND J=I,NZ.* 00006300 
C* F(I,K) = KNOWN VALUE OF H AT NODE I IN REGION K. * 00006400 
c* G(I,K) = KNOWN VALUE OF DH/DN AT NODE I IN REGION K. * 00006500 
C* * 00006600 
C*********************************************************************** 00006700 

DIMENSION TRANS(5),NNZ(100),NCP(100,5) ,X(100,5),Y(100,5),ID(100,5) 00006800 
C,XC(100,5),YC(100,5),F(100,5) ,G(100,5),JD(100,5),EHATN(100,5) 00006900 
C,RN(100,100,5),S(100,5),TOTS(5),SLOG(100,5),NCOMM(5,5),A(200,200) 00007000 
C,NW(5) ,0(5,5) ,RNP(5,lOO,5) ,NP(5) ,STOR(5) ,U(200,20) ,DSM(100,5) 00007100 
C,DSP(100,5),HW(100,5),HWP(5,20,5),H(100,5),DHDN(100,5),B(200), 00007200 
CHIP(5,30,5) 00007300 

COMMON/BLOCKl/R(100,100,5),T(20),ASOUAR(5),AO,Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,Bl,B2 00007400 
C,B3,B4,B5,B6,B7,B8 00007500 

AO=-0.57721566 00007600 
Al=0.99999193 00007700 
A2=-0.249991055 00007800 
A3=0.05519968 00007900 
A4=-0.00976004 00008000 
A5=0.00107857 00008100 
Bl=8.5733287401 00008200 
B2=18.0590169730 00008300 
B3=8.6347608925 00008400 
B4=0.2677737343 00008500 
B5=9.5733223454 00008600 
B6=25.6329561486 00008700 
B7=21.0996530827 00008800 
B8=3.9584969228 00008900 



C 
C 
C INPUT BOUNDARY NODE DATA FOR EACH ZONE. 
C 
C 

C 
C 

READ(5,10)NZ 
10 FORMAT (IlO) 

READ(5,11) (TRANS(I) ,STOR(I) ,NNZ(I) ,I=l,NZ) 
11 FORMAT(2F10.5,I10) 

IF(NZ.EQ.1) GO TO 12 
00 13 I=1,NZ-1 

13 READI5,10) (NCP(I,J) ,J=I+l,NZ) 
12 00 14 J=l,NZ 
14 READ(5,20) (X(I,J) ,Y(I,J) ,ID(I,J) ,JD(I,J) ,XC(I,J) ,YC(I,J) ,1==1, 

CNNZ (J)) 
20 FORMAT(2F10.5,2I10,2F10.5) 

00 16 I=l,NZ 
00 16 J=l,NZ 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 16 
READ(5,10)NCOMM(I,J) 

16 CONTINUE 
DO 65 I=l,NZ 
ASQUAR(I):TRANS(I)/STOR(I) 
M=M+NNZ(I) 
WRITE(6,62)I,TRANS(I) ,STOR(I) 

62 FORMAT (lH1, 'INPUT DATA FOR ZONE',X,I1,X,'WHICH HAS A TRANSMISSIVIT 
CY OF',F10.5,X,'AND A STORAGE COEFFICIENT OF',X,FI0.5) 

WRITE(6,61) 
61 FORMAT (lHO, 4X, , I' , 6X, 'X (I) , , 9X, 'y (I) , , 5X, 'ID (I) , , 5X, 'H (I) • , 8X, 

C'DH/DN (I) ') 
WRITE(6,63) (J,X(J,I) ,Y(J,I) ,ID(J,I) ,F(J,I) ,G(J,I) ,J=l,NNZ(I» 

63 FORMAT(lHO,3X,I3,3X,F8.5,5X,F8.5,5X,Il,5X,F8.5,5X,F9.5) 
IF(NZ.EQ.l) GO TO 65 
IF(I~EQ.NZ) GO TO 65 
WRITE(6, 66) (NCP(I ,J) , I,J ,J=I+l,NZ) 

66 FORMAT (lHO, 'THERE ARE' ,X,I2,X,'COMMON NODES BETWEEN ZONES',X,Il,X, 
C'AND' ,X,Il) 

65 CONTINUE 
MM=M+M 
00 67 I=l,NZ 
DO 67 J=l,NZ 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 67 
WRITE(6,68)I,J,NCOMM(I,J) 

68 FORMAT (lHO, 'THE FIRST NODE IN ZONE',X,I2,X,'ON THE BOUNDARY WITH 
C ZONE' ,X,I2,X,'IS',X,I3) 

67 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATION OF GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES. 
C 
C 

00 100 J=l,NZ 
00 100 I=l,NNZ(J) 
K=I-l 
L=I+1 
IF(I.EQ.l)K=NNZ(J) 
IF(I.EQ.NNZ(J»L=l 
XI=X(I,J) 
XK=X(K,J) 
XL=X(L,J) 
YI=Y (I ,J) 
YK=Y(K,J) 
YL=Y(L,J) 
IF(JD(I,J).EQ.O.AND.JD(K,J) .EQ.O) GO TO 110 
IF(JD(I,J) .EQ.1) GO TO III 
XK=XC(K,J) 
YK=YC(K,J) 
GO TO 110 

III XL=XC (I ,J) 
YL=YC (I ,J) 

110 IF(ABS(XL-XK).LT.O.OOOl) GO TO 102 
IF(ABS(XL-XI).LT.O.OOOl) GO TO 105 
IF(ABS(XK-XI).LT.O.OOOl) GO TO 105 
DP=XL-XI 
DM=XI-XK 
QU=DP/DM 
IF(QU.LT.O) GO TO 105 
DEL1=(YI-YK)/DM 
DEL2=(YL-YI)/DP 
DEL3=(DEL2-DEL1)/(XL-XK) 
DYDX=DELl+DEL3*DM 
EHATN(I,J)=1.5707963+ATAN(DYDX) 
IF(XL.GT.XK)EHATN(I,J) =-1. 5707963+ATAN(DYDX) 
GO TO 100 
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102 IF (YL.GT.YK) GO TO 104 
EHATN(I,J)=3.14159265 
GO TO 100 

104 EHATN(I,J)=O.O 
GO TO 100 

105 IF(YI.EQ.YK) GO TO 106 
IF(YI.EQ.YL) GO TO 107 
DYDX=(YL-YK) I (XL-XK) 
EHATN(I,J) =1.5707963+ATAN (DYDX) 
IF(DYDX.LT.O.O.AND.YL.LT.YK) EHATN (I,J)=-1.5707963+ATAN (DYDX) 
IF(DYDX.GT.O.O.AND.YL.GT.YK) EHATN(I,J)=-1.5707963+ATAN(DYDX) 
GO TO 100 

106 IF(YL.GT.YI) EHATN(I,J)=-1.5707963 
IF(YL.LT.YI) EHATN(I,J)=+1.5707963 
GO TO 100 

107 IF(YK.GT.YI) EHATN(I,J)=-1.5707963 
IF(YK.LT.YI) EHATN(I,J)=+1.5707963 

100 CONTINUE 
DO 200 K=l,NZ 
DO 200 I=l,NNZ(K) 
DO 200 J=l,NNZ(K) 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 200 
DYR=Y(J,K)-Y(I,K) 
DXR=X(J,K)-X(I,K) 
R(I,J,K)=SQRT(DYR**2+DXR**2) 
IF(DXR.EQ.O.O) GO TO 201 
DRDX=DYR/DXR 
ALPHA=ATAN (DRDX) 
IF(X(J,K).LT.X(I,K) ALPHA=3.14159265+ATAN(DRDX) 
GO TO 202 

201 IF(DYR.GT.O.O) GO TO 203 
ALPHA=-1.5707963 
GO TO 202 

203 ALPHA=1.5707963 
202 RN(I,J,K)=ALPHA-EHATN(J,K) 
200 CONTINUE 

DO 300 J=l,NZ 
DO 300 I=l,NNZ(J) 
IP=I+1 
IF (I.EQ.NNZ (J)) IP=1 
S(I,J)=R(I,IP,J) 
IF(JD(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 300 
XCOR1=(XC(I,J)-X(I,J»**2 
YCOR1=(YC(I,J)-Y(I,J»**2 
XCOR2=(XC(I,J)-X(IP,J»**2 
YCOR2=(YC(I,J)-Y(IP,J»**2 
DSM(I,J)=SQRT(XCORl+YCOR1) 
DSP(I,J)=SQRT(XCOR2+YCOR2) 
S(I,J)=DSM(I,J)+DSP(I,J) 

300 TOTS(J)=TOTS(J)+S(I,J) 
DO 400 K=1,NZ 
DO 400 I=l,NNZ(K) 
DO 400 J=l,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-1 
IF(J.EQ.1) JM=NNZ(K) 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.l) GO TO 403 
IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 401 
IF(JM.EQ.I) GO TO 402 
SLOG(I,K)=SLOG(I,K)+0.5*S(JM,K)*ALOG(R(I,J,K)*R(I,JM,K)) 
GO TO 400 

401 SLOG(I,K)=SLOG(I,K)+R(I,JM,K)*(ALOG(R(I,JM,K»-1.0) 
GO TO 400 

402 SLOG(I,K)=SLOG(I,K)+R(I,J,K)*(ALOG(R(I,J,K»-1.0) 
GO TO 400 

403 XCORl=(XC(JM,K)-X(JM,K»**2 
YCORl=(YC(JM,K)-Y(JM,K»**2 
XCOR2=(XC(JM,K)-X(J,K»)**2 
YCOR2=(YC(JM,K)-Y(J,K)}**2 
RPl=SQRT(XCORl+YCORl) 
RP2=SQRT(XCOR2+YCOR2) 
IF(I.EQ.JM) GO TO 404 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 405 
XCOR3=(XC(JM,K)-X(I,K»**2 
YCOR3=(YC(JM,K)-Y(I,K»**2 
RP3=SQRT(XCOR3+YCOR3) 
SLOG(I,K)=SLOG(I,K)+0.5*RPl*ALOG(R(I,JM,K)*RP3) 

C+0.5*RP2*ALOG(RP3*R(I,J,K») 
GO TO 400 

404 SLOG(I,K}=SLOG(I,K)+RP1* (ALOG(RP1)-1.0) +0.5*RP2*ALOG(RP1 *R(I,J,K») 
GO TO 400 

405 SLOG(I,K)=SLOG(I,K)+RP2*(ALOG(RP2)-1.0)+0.5*RPl*ALOG 
C(RP2*R(I,JM,K» 

400 CONTINUE 
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C 
C 
C INPUT TIME DATA. 
C 
C 

C 
C 

READ(5,10)N 
READ(5,30) (T(I) ,I=1,N) 

30 FORMAT(F10.5) 

C INPUT WELL DATA. 
C 
C 

C 
C 

DO 760 K=l,NZ 
READ(5,10)NW(K) 
IF(NW(K).EQ.O) GO TO 760 
READ (5, 9) (X (NNZ (K) +I ,K) , Y (NNZ (K) +I ,K) ,Q (I ,K) , I=l,NW(K» 

9 FORMAT(3F10.5) 
760 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,710) 
710 FORMAT(lHl,'**** WELL DATA ****') 

DO 770 K=1,NZ 
WRITE(6,720)NW(K),K 

720 FORMAT (lHO, 'THERE ARE' ,X,I2,X,'WELLS IN ZONE',X,I2,X,'AS FOLLOWS') 
IF (NW(K) .EQ.O) GO TO 770 
WRITE(6,730) 

730 FORMAT (lHO,4X, 'I' ,6X, 'X (I)' ,8X, 'Y(I)' ,8X, 'Q(I) ') 
WRITE (6,740) (I, X (NNZ (K) +I ,K) , Y (NNZ (K) +I ,K) ,Q (I ,K) , I=l,NW (K) ) 

740 FORMAT(IHO,3X,I3,3X,F8.5,4X,F8.5,4X,F8.5) 
770 CONTINUE 

DO 750 K=l,NZ 
IF(NW(K).EQ.O) GO TO 750 
DO 751 I=l,NW(K) 
DO 751 J=l,NNZ(K) 
DYR=Y(J,K)-Y(NNZ(K)+I,K) 
DXR=X(J,K)-X(NNZ(K)+I,K) 
R(NNZ(K)+I,J,K)=SQRT(DXR**2+DYR**2) 

751 CONTINUE 
750 CONTINUE 

C INPUT INTERNAL POINT DATA. 
C 
C 

DO 665 K=l,NZ 
READ(5,10) NP (K) 
IF(NP(K) .EQ.O) GO TO 665 
READ(5, 8) (X (NNZ (K) +NW (K) +1 ,K) , Y (NNZ (K)+NW (K) +I ,K) , I=l,NP (K» 

8 FORMAT (2FI0. 5) 
665 CONTINUE 

DO 666 K=l,NZ 
WRITE(6,660)NP(K),K 

660 FORMAT (lHl, 'THERE ARE' ,X,I2,X,'INTERNAL POINTS OF INTEREST IN 
C ZONE' ,X,I2) 

IF(NP(K).EQ.O) GO TO 666 
WRITE (6,670) 

670 FORMAT (lHO,4X, 'I' ,6X, 'X (I) ',8X, 'Y(I) ') 
WRITE(6,680) (I,X(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K),Y(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K),I=l,NP(K» 

680 FORMAT(lHO,3X,I3,3X,F8.5,4X,F8.5) 
666 CONTINUE 

DO 690 K=l,NZ 
IF(NP(K) .EQ.O) GO TO 690 
DO 699 I=l,NP(K) 
DO 699 J=l,NNZ(K)+NW(K) 
DYR=Y(J,K)-Y(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K) 
DXR=X(J,K)-X(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K) 
R(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K)=SQRT(DXR**2+DYR**2) 
IF(J.GT.NNZ(K» GO TO 699 
IF (DXR.EQ.O) GO TO 691 
DRDX=DYR/DXR 
ALPHA=ATAN (DRDX) 
IF(X(J,K).LT.X(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K» ALPHA=3.14159265+ATAN(DRDX) 
GO TO 692 

691 IF(DYR.GT.O.O) GO TO 693 
. ALPHA=-l. 5707963 

GO TO 692 
693 ALPHA=1.5707963 
692 RNP(I,J,K)=ALPHA-EHATN(J,K) 
699 CONTINUE . 
690 CONTINUE 
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C 
C 
C SET UP MATRICES TO SOLVE A*(H,DH/DN)=B 
C 
C 

DO 600 L=2,N 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
00 100 K=l,NZ 
DO BOO l=l,NNZ(K) 
00 BOO J=l,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-l 
IF(J.EQ.1) JM=NNZ(K) 
VAL=R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*(T(L)-T(L-1») 
DS=S(J,K)+S(JM,K) 
IF(JD(J,K).EQ.1) DS=S(JM,K)+DSM(J,K)*2.0 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.l) DS=S(J,K)+DSP(JM,K)*2.0 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO B02 
A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC)=A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC)-COS(RN(I,J,K»*DS/R(I,J,K) 
A(I+ICYC,J+ICYCIC)=COS(RN(I,J,K»*DS*«EXP(-VAL)/R(I,J,K» 

C-(R(I,J,K)*EONE(I,J,K,L-1,L)/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*(T(L)-T(L-1»») 
A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K»=A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K»+0.5*ALOG 

C(VAL*1.1B10123)*DS 
A (1+ ICYC, J+ICYCIC+NNZ (K) ) = (EONE (I,J , K ,L-l,L) * ( l+VAL)-EXP (-VAL) ) 

C*DS/2.0 
GO TO BOO 

802 A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K»=A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K» 
C-2.0*SLOG(I,K)-TOTS(K) *ALOG(0.4452681/(ASQUAR(K) *(T(L) -T(L-l»» 
C-DS/2.0 

800 CONTINUE 
ICYC=ICYC+NNZ (K) 
ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 

100 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
IF(L.EQ.2) GO TO 55 
00 2220 NZ 
00 2200 KT= ,L-l 
DELTl=T(KT)-T(KT-1) 
DELT2=T(L)-T(KT) 
DELT3=T(L)-T(KT-l) 
00 2200 l=l,NNZ(K) 
00 2200 J=1,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-l ' 
IF(J.EQ.l) JM=NNZ(K) 
DS=0.5*(S(J,K)+S(JM,K» 
IF(JD(J,K).EQ.l) DS=0.5*S(JM,K)+DSM(J,K) 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.l) DS=0.5~S(J,K)+DSP(JM,K) 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 2150 
COSR=2.0*COS(RN(I,J,K»/R(I,J,K) 
RCOS~R(I,J,K)*COS(RN(I,J,K»/(2.0*ASQUAR(K» 
VALl=EXP(-(R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*DELT2») 
VAL2=EXP(-(R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*DELT3») 
VAL3=EONE(I,J,K,KT,L) 
VAL4=EONE(I,J,K,KT-l,L) 
DELE=VAL4-VAL3 
DELEX=VAL2-VALl 
B(I+ICYC)=B(I+ICYC) 

C-(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT)*DELE*(DELT3+R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K») 
C/DELTl)*DS 
C-(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT)*(DELT2*VALI-DELT3*VAL2)/DELT1)*DS 
C+(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT-l)*DELE*(DELT2+R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K») 
C/DELTl)*DS 
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C-(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K) ,KT-1)*(DELT3*VAL2-DELT2*VAL1)/DELT1)*DS 
C-(U(J+ICYCIC,KT)*DELT3*COSR*DELEX*DS/DELT1) 
C+(U(J+ICYCIC,KT)*RCOS*DELE*DS/DELT1) 
C+(U(J+ICYCIC,KT-1)*DELT2*COSR*DELEX*DS/DELT1) 
C-(U(J+ICYCIC,KT-1)*RCOS*DELE*DS/DELT1) 

GO TO 2200 
2150 B(I+ICYC)=B(I+ICYC) 

C-(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K) ,KT)*«((DELT3/DELT1)*ALOG(DELT3/DELT2»-1.0» 
C*DS 
C+ (U (J+ICYCIC+NNZ (K) ,KT-1) * « (DELT2/DELT1) *ALOG (DELT3/DELT2) ) -1. 0 
C) ) *DS 

2200 CONTINUE 
ICYC=ICYC+NNZ(K) 

'ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 
2220 CONTINUE 

ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 

55 CONTINUE 
DO 2250 K=1,NZ 
DO 2240 I=1,NNZ(K) 
DO 2240 J=1,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-1 
IF(J.EQ.1) JM=NNZ(K) 
DS=0.5*(S(J,K)+S(JM,K» 
IF(JD(J,K).EQ.1} DS=0.5*S(JM,K}+DSM(J,K) 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.1) DS=0.5*S(J,K)+DSP(JM,K) 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 2160 
DELT=T(L)-T(L-1) 
RCOS=R(I,J,K)*COS(RN(I,J,K»/(2.0*ASQUAR(K» 
VAL=R(I,J,K) **2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K) *DELT) 
B(I+ICYC)=B(I+ICYC) 

C+(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),L-1)*«VAL*EONE(I,J,K,L-1,L»-EXP(-VAL»)*DS 
C-(U(J +ICYCIC,L-1)*RCOS*EONE(I,J,K,L-1,L)*DS/DELT) 

GO TO 2240 
2160 B(I+ICYC)=B(I+ICYC)-U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),L-1)*DS 
2240 CONTINUE 

ICYC=ICYC+NNZ (K) 
ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 

2250 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
DO 2500 K=1,NZ 
IF(NW(K).EQ.O) GO TO 2500 
DO 2501 I=1,NW(K) 
DO 2501 J=1,NNZ(K) 
HW(J,K)=HW(J,K)-Q(I,K)*EONE(I+NNZ(K),J,K,1,L)/(TRANS(K)*12.566371) 

2501 CONTINUE 
2500 CONTINUE 

DO 2550 K=1,NZ 
IF(NP(K).EQ.O) GO TO 2550 
IF(NW(K).EQ.O) GO TO 2550 
DO 2555 I=1,NW(K) 
DO 2555 J=1,NP(K) 
HWP(J,L,K)=HWP(J,L,K)-Q(I,K)*EONE(J+NNZ(K)+NW(K),I+NNZ(K),K,1,L) 

C/(TRANS(K)*12.566371) 
2555 CONTINUE 
2550 CONTINUE 

DO 2551 K=1,NZ 
DO 2552 I=1,NNZ(K) 

2552 B(I+ICYC)=B(I+ICYC)-HW(I,K) *12.566371 
ICYC=ICYC+NNZ (K) 

2551 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
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C 
C 
C INPUT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
C 
C 

DO 1150 K=l,NZ 
DO 1100 I=l,NNZ(K) 
IF (ID (I , K) • EQ • 1) F (I , K) =S IN ( 1. 5707963 *T (L) ) 
G(I,K)=O.O 
IF(ID(I,K).EQ.4) GO TO 1100 
IC=IC+l 
IF(ID(I,K).EQ.3) GO TO 1101 
IF(ID(I,K).EQ.2) GO TO 1102 
A(M+IC,I+ICYCIC)=1.0 
B(M+IC)=F(I,K) 
GO TO 1100 

1101 DO ,2001 Il=l,MM 
2001 A(I+ICYC,Il)=O.O 

A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC)=1.0 
A(M+IC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K))=1.0 
B(I+ICYC)=F(I,K) 
B(M+IC)=G(I,K) 
GO TO 1100 

1102 A(M+IC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K))=1.0 
B(M+IC)=G(I,K) 

1100 CONTINUE 
ICYC=ICYC+NNZ(K) 
ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 

1150 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
IF(NZ.EQ.l) GO TO 1160 
DO 1160 K=l,NZ-l 
DO 1170 J=K+l,NZ 
ICYC=ICYC+2*NNZ(J-l) 
IF(NCP(K,J).EQ.O) GO TO 1170 
DO 1180 I=l,NCP(K,J) 
IC=IC+l 
Nl=I-l+NCOMM(K,J) 
IF(Nl.GT.NNZ(K)) Nl=Nl-NNZ(K) 
N2=NCOMM(J,K)+NCP(K,J)-I 
IF(N2.GT.NNZ(J)) N2=N2-NNZ(J) 
A(M+IC,ICYCIC+Nl)=1.0 
A(M+IC,ICYC+N2)=-1.0 
IC=IC+l 
A(M+IC,ICYCIC+NNZ (K)+Nl)=TRANS (K) 

.A(M+IC,ICYC+NNZ(J)+N2)=TRANS(J) 
1180 CONTINUE 
1170 CONTINUE 

ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 
ICYC=ICYCIC 

1160 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
IC=O 
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C 
C 
C SOLVE A*(H,DH/DN)=B. 
C 
C 

C 
C 

DO 5000 I=l,MM-l 
IP=I+l 
MAX = I 
DO 1000 J=IP,MM 
IF(ABS(A(J,I» .GT.ABS(A(MAX,I») MAX=J 

1000 CONTINUE 
DO 2000 J=l,MM 
TEMP=A(MAX,J) 
A(MAX,J)=A(I,J) 

2000 A(I,J)=TEMP 
TEMP=B (MAX) 
B(MAX)=B(I) 
B (I) =TEMP 
DO 3000 J=IP,MM 
FACT=A(J,I)/A(I,I) 
B(J)=B(J)-FACT*B(I) 
DO 4000 K=l,MM 
A(J,K)=A(J,K)-FACT*A(I,K) 

4000 CONTINUE 
3000 CONTINUE 
5000 CONTINUE 

U(MM,L)=B(MM)/A(MM,MM) 
DO 6000 I=2,MM 
K=MM-I+2 
U (K-l,L) =B (K-l) 
DO 7000 J=K,MM 

7000 U(K-l,L)=U(K-l,L)-A(K-l,J)*U(J,L) 
6000 U(K-l,L)=U(K-l,L)/A(K-l,K-l) 

DO 8000 K=l,NZ 
DO 8500 I=l,NNZ(K) 
IOUT= IOUT+ 1 
H(I,K)=U(IOUT,L) 

8500 DHDN(I,K)=U(IOUT+NNZ(K),L) 
IOUT=IOUT+NNZ (K) 

8000 CONTINUE 
IOUT=O 

C OUTPUT SOLUTION ON BOUNDARY. 
C 
C 

C 

DO 9000 K=l,NZ 
WRITE(6,40)L 

40 FORMAT (lHl, 'TIME STEP IS',X,I3) 
WRITE(6,SO)K,T(L) 

50 FORMAT (lHO, 'SOLUTION FOR ZONE',X,I2,X,'AT TIME =',X,FI0.S) 
WRITE(6,60) 

60 FORMAT (11l0,4X, 'I' ,6X, 'X(I)' ,8X, 'Y(I)' ,8X, 'H(I)' ,9X, 'DIl/ON(I)') 
WRITE(6,70) (I,X(I,K) ,Y(I,K) ,H(I,K),DHDN(I,K) ,I=l,NNZ(K» 

70 FORMAT(lHO,3X,I3,3X,F8.S,SX,F8.S,5X,F8.5,5X,F9.S) 
9000 CONTINUE 

00 80 Kel,NZ 
DO 80 I e l,NNZ(K) 
H(I,K)=O.O 
DHON(I,K)=O.O 

80 IlW(I,K)=O.O 
DO 90 I=l,MM 
B(I)=O.O 
DO 90 J=l,MM 

90 A(I,J)=O.O 
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C 
C CALCULATE H AT INTERNAL POINTS. 
C 
C 

C 
C 

DO 901 K=l,NZ 
IF(NP(K).EQ.O) GO TO 904 
DO 902 KT=2,L 
DELTl=T(L)-T(KT) 
DELT2=T(L)-T(KT-l) 
DELT3=T(KT)-T(KT-l) 
DO 902 I=l,NP(K) 
DO 902 J=l,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-l 
IF(J.EQ.l) JM=NNZ(K) 
DS=0.5*(S(J,K)+S(JM,K» 
IF(JD(J,K).EQ.l) DS=0.5*S(JM,K)+DSM(J,K) 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.l) DS=0.5*S(J,K)+DSP(JM,K) 
IF(L.EQ.KT) VALl=O.O 
IF(L.EQ.KT) GO TO 903 ' 
Vl=R(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*DELTl) 
VALl=EXP (-VI) 

903 V2=R(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*DELT2) 
VAL2=EXP(-V2) 
DELEX=VAL2-VALl 
DELE=EONE(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K,KT-l,L)-EONE(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K,KT,L) 
TERMl=COS(RNP(I,J,K»/(R(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K)*6.2831853072) 
TERM2=R(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,J,K)*COS(RNP(I,J,K»/(25.1327412288*ASQUAR 

C(K» 
TERM3=«U(J+ICYCIC,KT-l)*DELTl)-CU(J+ICYCIC,KT)*DELT2»/DELT3 
TERM4=(U(J+ICYCIC,KT)-U(J+ICYCIC,KT-l»/DELT3 
TERM5=(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT-l)*T(KT»-(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT)* 

CT(KT-l»)/(12.5663706144*DELT3) 
TERM6=(U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K) ,KT)-U(J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT-l»/ 

C(12.5663706144*DELT3) 
902 HIP(I,L,K)=HIP(I,L,K)+«TERM5*DELE)+(TERM6*(T(L)+«R(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+ 

CI,J,K)**2)/(4.0*ASQUAR(K»»*DELE) 
C+(TERM6*DELTl*VALl)-(TERM6*DELT2*VAL2)-(TERMl*DELEX*TERM3) 
C-(TERM2*TERM4*DELE»*DS 

904 ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 
901 CONTINUE 

ICYCIC=O 

C OUTPUT H AT INTERNAL POINTS. 
C 
C 

C 

DO 910 K=l,NZ 
IF(NP(K).EQ.O) GO TO 910 
WRITE(6,912)K 

912 FORMAT(lHO,'INTERNAL POINTS FOR ZONE' ,X,I2,X,'FOLLOW') 
DO 913 I=l,NP(K) 
HIP(I,L,K)=HIP(I,L,K)+HWP(I,L,K) 
WRITE(6,911)I,X(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K),Y(NNZ(K)+NW(K)+I,K),HIP(I,L,K) 

911 FORMAT(lHO,3X,I3,3X,F8.5,5X,F8.5,5X,F8.5) 
913 CONTINUE 
910 CONTINUE 
600 CONTINUE 

END 

C ************************************************************ 
C * '* 
C * FUNCTION EONE(I,J,K,LT,L) * 
C * * 
C '************************************************************ 
C 

FUNCTION EONE(I,J,K,LT,L) 
COMMON/BLOCKl/R(100,100,5),T(20) ,ASQUAR(5),AO,Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,Bl,B2 

C,B3,B4,B5,B6,B7,38 
IF(LT.NE.L) GO TO 502 
EONE=O.O 
GO TO 500 

502 D=R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*(T(L)-T(LT») 
IF(D.GE.l.0) GO TO 501 
EONE=-ALOG (D) +AO+Al*D+A2*D**2+A3*D**3+A4*D**4+A5*D**5 
GO TO 500 

501 TOP=D**4+Bl*D**3+B2*D**2+B3*D+B4 
BOT=D**4+B5*D**3+B6*D**2+B7*D+B8 
EONE=TOP/(BOT*D)*EXP(-D) 

500 RETURN 
END 
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DO 600 L",2,N 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
DO 700 K=l, NZ 
DO 800 I"'l,NNZ(K) 
DO 850 J=l,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-l 
IF(J.EQ.l) JM=NNZ(K) 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 850 
VAL=R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*(T(L)-T(L-l») 
DS=S(J,K)+S(JM,K) 
IF(JD(J,K).EQ.l) DS=S(JM,K)+DSM(J,K)*2.0 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.l) DS=S(JM,K)+DSM(J,K)*2.0 
IF(JD(JM,K) .EQ.l) DS=S(J,K)+DSP(JM,K)*2.0 
A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC)=A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC)-COS(RN(I,J,K»*DS/R(I,J,K) 
A(I+ICYC,J+ICYCIC)=COS{RN(I,J,K»*EXP(-VAL) *DS/R(I,J,K) 
A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K»=A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K» 

C+0.5*ALOG(VAL*1.7810723)*DS 
A(I+ICYC,J+ICYCIC+NNZ(K»=0.5*EONE(I,J,K,L-1,L)*DS 

850 CONTINUE 
A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K»=A(I+ICYC,I+ICYCIC+NNZ(K» 

C-2.0*SLOG(I,K)-TOTS(K)*ALOG(0.4452681/(ASQUAR(K)*(T(L)-T(L-l»» 
800 CONTINUE 

ICYC=ICYC+NNZ(K) 
ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 

700 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC=O 
IF(L.EQ.2) GO TO 55 
DO 2220 K=l,NZ 
DO 2200 KT=2,L-l 
DO 2200 I=l,NNZ(K) 
DO 2200 J=l,NNZ(K) 
JM=J-l 
IF(J.EQ.l) JM=NNZ(K) 
DS=0.5*(S(J,K)+S(JM,K» 
IF(JD(J,K).EQ.l) DS=0.5*S(JM,K)+DSM(J,K) 
IF(JD(JM,K).EQ.l) DS=0.5*S(J,K)+DSP(JM,K) 
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 2150 
VALl=EXP(-(R(I,J,K)**2/(4.0*ASQUAR(K)*(T(L)-T(KT-l»») 
VAL2=EXP (_ (R(I,J ,K) **2/ (<I. O*ASQUAR (K) '" (T (L) -T(KT) ) ) » 
8(I+ICYC)=8(I+ICYC) 

C-U(j+ICYCIC+NNZ(K),KT)*(EONE(I,J,K,KT-l,L)-EONE(I,J,K,KT,L»*DS 
C-2.0*U(J+ICYCIC,KT) *(VALI-VAL2)*COS(RN(I,J,K»"'DS/R(I ,J,K) 

GO TO 2200 
2150 8 (I+ICYC) =8 (I+ICYC) -U (J+ICYCIC+NNZ (K) ,KT) *ALOG ( (T (Ll -T (KT-l» 

C/(T(L)-T(KT»}*DS 
2200 CONTINUE 

ICYC=ICYC+NNZ(K) 
ICYCIC=ICYCIC+2*NNZ(K) 

2220 CONTINUE 
ICYC=O 
ICYCIC"'O 

55 CONTINUE 

Fig. B.1 Program Segment to Replace Lines 34200 - 43800 
(inclusive) to obtain a Listing for Method 1, 
Chapter 5. 

B11. 
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